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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 37.

SECOND EDITION

ROBERTS MOVING

I

artillery from home Is necessary. This
Is the first pause in the
since the war began. Sir Redvera Bul-le- r,

SANTA FE, N. M., SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1900,
IN THE EARLY DAYS

POLITICAL

POINTERS.

LEASE

NO

CITY AND NORTHERN MAIL
COURT BOTES.

LAW

NO, 17

BLOOD MAY FLOW

Criminal Oases Set and Oivil Oases DisThe Kepub'lcan county convention
second in command in the field, and
held la Raton Saturday was largely at'
posed Of.
Some Fighting Eeported Today Near Lord Wolseley are understood also to Some New Mexico Settlers Who Be tended and harmonious
to an unusual
Will Not Consider Any Only a brief session of court was held Kentucky Court Officers
Congress
consider that no more artillery is need
Attempt to
degree. Excellent men, representative
this forenoon by Judge McFIe. The
ed. Lord Roberts has altogether 452
Helpmakaar Where There Is a
came Citizens oi Mexico Three
of the Land Laws
delegates, were selected, stirring resolu
Arrest Prominent Eepublicans
Change
United States court was adjourned untlous - were unanimously adopted and
guns, including siege pieces. It is quite
til Monday forenoon. The territorial
Large Force of British.
Quarters of a Century Ago.
At Present.
clear that General Buller will not try
for Murder of Goebel.
everything indicated a determination to
grand Jury will report this afternoon.
carry the county in November. Raton
anything large in the future, as he has
The
territorial
petit Jury will be empan
MAFEK1N6 NOT RELIEVED to lose Sir Charles Warren and the lat THE FIRST PRINTING PRESS Range.
KILLS CESSION OF DOMAIN eled Monday.
I ter's 10,000
BUT THE TROOPS INTERFERE
men, who have been ordered
Valencia county will present the name
Yesterday the following criminal
to Join Lord Roberts. The expectation
of Hon. Solomon Luna as a delegate to
cases were set for trial: Ignacio Garcia,
The Boers HopeThat As England Bfor murder, third Saturday of the term;
The Pacts About the Death of Governor uiu rmiaae'piiia convention at Socorro. Senator Allen Kicks
Bow
a
Because
Up
Sworn In to Serve the WarMr. Luna was a delegate to the 1896 Re'
Nasario Alarld, murder, continued to Deputies Are
Shown Her Armies Are Mobile and Oan
Whose
Was
Albino
Head
Paraded
his
Perez,
be
win
Too
national
risoning
able to opThere Are
depots,
convention and Is now
publican
Many Persons On the
But
Scene of Trouble May
the
next
rants,
term; Henry Lockart, perjury,
erate a constantly Increasing force, un
member of the Republican national com
Fight After All She Will Be GenRoll and Senator Oookrell ObThrough the Streets of Santa Fe
third
Be
Thomas
Pay
Monday;
Shifted
to
Where DemLondon,
Dominguez,
Is
mittee
from
this
He
of
one
til by the time the Transvaal frontier
territory.
erous to the Transvaal.
murder, third Wednesday; Ltbrado VaBy Rebellious Indians,
the strongest men In the Republican
Is reached he will have 70,000 troops. His
jects to Junkets.
ocrats Ma; Meet Resistance.
lencia, murder, third Thursday; Nico
party in the territory and If he desires
telegrams dealing with
to go, he will be surely sent.
las Tenorlo and Noberto Enclnlas, three
London, March 10. The only impor are taken to mean he is up to some misEARLY IMMIGRANTS.
THE SENATE.
Frankfort, Ky., March 10. Secretary
cases of larceny of neat cattle, third
tant change in the general situation in chief, as his
In the month of September, 1820, the
apparent inactivity usually
Washington, March 10. Mr. Allen of Tuesday; Rafael
of State Caleb Powers and Capt. John
Hon. F. A. Hubbell, of Bernalillo
South Africa indicated by news re
conValdez,
named
who
have
carrying
uncommon
following
figured
Nebraska Introduced a resolution di cealed
spells
W.
activity.
alleged suspects in the Goecounty, will be a candidate for one of
ceived up to noon
weapon, second Thursday.
is that Gen
. NO CONCESSION
prominently In the history of New Mexico the
TO BOERS
bel murder, for whoiU'warrants were ls- recting the committee on ntis to re- to
at
the
delegatesblps
Philadelphia
e
or
eral Buller is again on the move. A dis
.i
oecame
vx
u.
ot
uiu
Ko
the
vmiian.
ridav
citizens
v
t
naturalized
London, March 10. The Standard,
Socorro convention. Mr. tiubUsIl is an K'rt wny tno secretary of tne- senate Frederick
default was entered sued iust n'Kbt' have not been ideated.
public of Mexico: Carlos Nolan, Ger
patch from the Boer camp at Biggars- which is in closer touch with the
worker and generally had not for Beveral years reported at for $581.41. Zinsser,
political
policy
untiring
are
sald
be ln Ue executive
t0
Louis
vaclo
Charles
ia6y
The
Nolan,
WaIker,
following cases wer
berg, dated March 8, says: .."Twelve of the government than any other minRoubidoux and Antonio Roubldoux, succeeds in getting what he Is after. the beginning of each session the num dismissed at Diaintlffs' rnstabu'lci'ng at the state capital, and sol
thousand British are threatening the isterial
pir.t
The
Bernalillo
are
for ber of clerks, messengers and other em
county delegates
"We They were all Frenchmen and came
organ, says this
tlonal Bank of Santa Fe vs. E. B. 'Ames dieis guarding the building refused to
Boer positions from, the direction of have reason to believe anmorning:
and this amounts to a great deal.
authoritative from St. Louis to Now Mexico at the him
ployes, together with their salaries, in et al.; Ernest A. Mecke vs.
allow the police to search for them. It
He
Is
well
for
the
while
a
and
qualified
of
British
George B. is
Helpmakaar,
position
party
statement will be made by the govern same time that the eminent Dr. Labadie
accordance with a provision of the
reported that Uovernor Taylor has
as
If
looks
it
he
would
Ida
be
of
Cochran
one
vs.
the
Knight;
scouts was encountered at Waschbank ment
John
W.
statutes. He said the agreement reach er; Carmelita V. de Gavin vs. Coop- issued orders for all state guards who
reaffirming the Impossibility of came. Thev were merchants, trappers delegates.
March 8."
o trail traders.
ana
Antonio
oanta
t
to
of
terms
ed a number of; years ago by senators
the
conceding any
peace
Gavin; Santa Fe Mercantile Company recognize him as governor to come to
This force was probably General Hun Boer
republics which would involve the DEATH OF GOVERNOR CONNELLY
The Republicans of Union county had been violated, and the senate force vs. B. H. Shaw; David J. Norman vs. the state house, and stirring times are
ter's division. It is considered possible
From
I860.
New
Mexican Aug. 18,
the
of political and military
have elected the following delegates to been rapidly Increased, until now
Armene Norman; Manuel Naranjo, apparently not far away.
an attempt may be made to traverse perpetuation that
Connellv died In this city the
led to the present
independence
numbered about 300 persons, drawing mayor domo, et
Frankfort, Ky., March 10. At 10:30 a.
territorial
convention
Republican
at
the neck of Zululand Into the Trans
al., vs. Anastaclo Madon last sunday afternoon, the 12th Inst.
costly and sanguinary conflict."
aggregate salaries of $510,000. The res rid, mayor domo, et al.; the two cases m. Sherltl Sutter informed General Colafter a short but painful illness. The Socorro: Romualdo Martinez, Claus olution was passed.
vaai, tnus effecting a double purpose,
Edward Moody McCook Better.
of the First National Bank vs. M. A. lier that he desired to enter the execudeceased was a native of Kentucky, bu Schleter, Edward W. Fox and Encarna
outflanking the Boers at Biggarsberg
A resolution reported from the com
Baca y Sandoval. The case of Pedro tive building for the purpose of serving
Napa, Cal., March 10. General Ed had resided in Mexico and this Territory clon Sandoval, to represent that county,
and threatening Vryheid and Stretcht.
mittee on contingent expenses authorlz
Vega vs. John Koury was dismissed and warrants, and ln the name of the comThe Boers are reported to be at Big ward Moody McCook, who has been at tor the past fortv years, lie had occu and adopted strong resolutions indora
pled many official positions both under ing the national administration and tht ing the committee on relations with Cu- the coBts divided between the plaintiff monwealth demanded permission to do
garsberg in considerable numbers, but the Tountvllle veterans' home the past the
so. Collier refused,
territorial and general governments, territorial administration of Governoi ba to have a subcommittee visit Cuba and the defendant.
week
from
suffering
is
saying under orders
inflammatory
it
said they are already sending
and uniformly discharged the duties Otero.
was objected to by Mr. Cockrell of Mis.
from
Governor Taylor nooody would be
The
so
to
has
United
as
far
rheumatism,
States
case
improved
Enstores to the rear. General Joubert ap
against.
with strict fidelity and due regard to the
souri. He had noticed, he said, several cenlas
Aragon, for adultery, was set for admitted to the executive building for
pears to have left active service to take feel able to continue the journey to the interests of the territory and his fellow
an indeilnite period.
Dona Ana county will push Maj. W, propositions to send committees on ex Monday forenoon.
citizens. Highly esteemed by all, his
charge of the war office at Pretoria. Lo Philippines as a commissioner,
The territorial grand jury adlourned
Frankfort, Ky., March 10. There is a
loss will be deeply felt by the people H. H. Llewellyn, of that county, for one reunions io various places, and now
renzo Marques stories attribute his acGAMBLERS HAVE PROTECTION.
wanted to enter his protest against this afternoon until
re- - rePrt that Governor Taylor and other
tion partly to the alleged fact that he
amongst wnom no has so long uvea, and of the delegateships from New Mexico these
without
Monday
The resolution went
junkets.
for whose interests and prosperity he to the Republican national convention
lost control and confidence in the The Price
turning the Indictments found, Judge "publican state officials leave
They Have to Pay In
has so long labored.
at Philadelphia. Major Llewellyn was over.
MCle not being in attendance to re for London. Sheriff Sutter has beirun
burghers, and partly to his wish to push
Mr. Thurston had a resolution passed ceive them on
York.
The citizens of Santa Fe held a meet
swearing in deputies to aid ln arresting
account of Illness.
delegate from this territory to the
preparations for a siege, which are sup
New York, March 10. Charles E. ing on Tuesday evening at the rooms of
calling upon the secretary of the IntePowers and Davis. The deputies will
national
in
conventions
Republican
made
at
the
posed being
capital.
proprietor of the Tlvoll, a no Attorney General Clover, and passed res 1884 and 1896. He has a wide acquaint rior to Inform the senate whether any
report at the sheriff's office at 2 o'clock,
Wheeler's Resignation.
Lord Roberts has not reported up to Ackron,
torious resort, and his head waiter, olutions expressive of the feelings of the ance, and
on the Wind River In
leases
of
lands
this hour
always represents the terri iian reservation In
but military author! Samuel Brown, were arrested this people, which we publish in another
Washington, March 10. It appears when a conflict between civil and miliWyoming have been that General Wheeler did
tory ably and successfully.
ties are of the opinion that General
place.
tender his tia authorities is expected.
made.
March 10. Sheriff
French must be nearing Bloemfonteln. morning.
from
PRESS.
THE
FIRST
PRINTING
the
resignation
United
States Frankfort, Ky
Police
Thomas said to Ack
Mr. Hale of Maine called up the dip
Sutter
The sentiment among the Republicans
assembled
a
posse this after
In some quarters French is credited ron: "AreCaptain
last
fall.
was
army
It
first
The
ever
dated
November
brought
printing press
lomatic consular appropriation bill. It
you the man who dared
28, at Panlqul, Luzon, and mailed to the noon. There is a rumor that Governor
New Mexico was bought by Santiago in ine territory seems to be very strongly
with a design to corral both presidents,
President York and the police to close to
carries
11,766,763.
Taylor sent a message to the sheViff
Abreu about 1830, and was used in San- iu isvor oi senaing uovernor utero as i
whose exact whereabouts, however, are
Mr. Hoar offered an amendment pro president. The resignation will be acyour place, and said you were paying ta Fe
to the time of his assassination delegate to the Republican national con
that Secretary of State Powers
stating
up
difficult to ascertain at this distance.
the
effect
here,
cepted
to
allow
being
for police protection?"
From all In viding that 320,000 be paid Llliuokalani,
in 1837. The widow sold it to Padre vention at Philadelphia.
and Captain Davis will surrender if
General
The war office is unable to confirm ru
Wheeler
his
exand
will
dlcatlons
mileage
this
be the case. The former queen of the Hawaiian Islands,
Ackron replied that he never made Martinez, of Taos, who until the present
given guarantee of absolute security
to Washington.
mors of the relief of Mafeking, but the
such a statement, and never paid a cent has been credited with having been the governor was a delegate to the Mlnne and $10,000 a year hereafter be paid to penses
from mob violence.
in
service clubs trend of belief Is that re in his life
convention
1803, proved him her
for police protection. He pro one who brought it to New Mexico. apolis
her
natural life. The amendduring
Barboursville,
Ky., March 10. The
lief will be effected within a few days.
Jesus Maria Baca, of Santa Fe, was the self influential and popular as such dele ment
tested that he ran an orderly place.
precipitated an extended and live"THE STRENGTH OF 20 MEN."
local militia company has received orgate ana was a member of the commit
'
was
El
as
Possibly this belief Is the outcome of
tirst
and
the
known
printer
The Times says: "An expose, showing
tee to Inform the nominees of the con ly debate.
When Shakespeare employed this ders from Assistant Adjutant General
recent revelations indicating that If the
On motion of Mr. Carter the amend
that $3,095,000 per year Is paid by gam- Impresso" until his death.
entlon.
phrase he referred, of course, to healthy, Dixon to make ready to move to Frankrelief column is to accomplish anything
DEATH
OF
GOVERNOR
ALBINO
ment regarding Llliuokalani was laid
bling house keepers in this city to a
men. If he had lived in fort at once.
It must arrive without delay.
PEREZ.
which affords
The Republican county conventions on the table and the bill then passed.
commission,
gambling
these daya he would have known that
London Depot, Ky., March 10. A telBRITISH ADVANCING.
A
them protection from any interference
wrong Impression has existed leld this spring in this territory for tht
Eulogies were then pronounqed on the men and women whj are not healthy egram was received here at 1:30 p. m.,
Boer Headquarters,
Biggarsberg, on the part of the police, has stirred the among many people as to the place and selection of delegates to the Philadel
late Senator-elemay become so by taking Hood's Sar- - signed by Assistant Adjutant General
Hayward of
manner in which Governor Perez
March 9. Shots were exchanged this
city as no other publication of recent the Abreu brothers met their death and yhla national convention have beei
sapartlla. This medicine, by making Dixon, ordering Captain Parker to or- at
morning near Helpmakaar with a small years."
were enthusiastic
THE HOUSE.
and
the blood rich and pure and giving good der out his company and stand
argely
attended,
the
time
of
revolution
the
ol
of
Chlmayo
who
ready to
body
retired hastily,
British,
The grand Jury has taken the matter 1837. It has been
Washington, March 10. As some un appetiw ana perfect digestion, imparts move to Frankfort. In the absence of
supposed that they and harmonious. This is a happy auguScouts report the British main advance
up.
were killed In the old Palace building,
y for the coming campaign, and means easiness was caused in the west by the vitality and strength to the system.
Captain Parker Lieutenant Sparks recoming from Ladysmith toward Sun
out sucn is not the case.
flat the Republicans, with good nomi- - propositions to revise the public land
When it be
fused to move unless ordered by both
Dawson.
day's river.
Deserting
came known that the revolutionists nations, will carry the
cathartic Hood's governors.
territory thU laws, the house committee on public The
MORE FIGHTING. J '"'
Washington, March 10. Vice Consul were on ineir way to Manure
nearly MU by Ww maj01.me for deie.te. lands
adopted the following reg Pills.
Pretoria, March 9. President Kruger Morrison reports that nineteen expedi 1,000 strong, Perez and the three Abreu
ulation, vifered by IteprosetilHtiv Muti- has returned from Bloemfonteln. Gen tions have left Dawson for Cape Nome brothers, Santiago, Ramon and Marce- - uid a great majority of the counties.
dell of Wyoming:
Court In Valencia County. "
eral Joubert is expected here shortly. since December 6, and when the weath- lino and Chico Alartd left the city on
The
to
In
order
convention
of
'Resolved,
ol
Republican
county
on
dispose
horseback
to
their
leg
Practically all the business of district
AlbuqueVque
way
Fighting commenced in the direction of er moderates many more will start. The
court at Los Lunas, Valencia county.
Intending to continue the trip to El Paso Valencia, according to a dispatch re. islative suggestions, which at the pres
population of Dawson Is 6,000 less than and
Helpmakaar this morning.
to the City of Mexico.
has been disposed of, and the Juries will
They were oeived at 3 o'clock this afternoon by tht eni lime tne committee and congress
last year. Late news from Nome conPEOPLE TOOK THE BONDS.
met, however, by a large party of In New Mexican, adopted rousing resolu- are not prepared to act upon, and fa
be
discharged Monday or Tuesday. Jose
firms
the
10.
richness
of
the
of
the
March
reports
London,
It is estimated
dians from the pueblos of San Felipe tions
Chaves confessed to shooting F. A.
indorsing President McKinley, cilitate the consideration of other Im
the war loan was
with district. Typhoid fever has appeared and Santo Domingo who were on their
Beet.
Located
In
Hotel
City.
Otero and the judiciary of tht portant matters before the committee,
Hubbell several years ago, and was senIn two hours after the opening of the with increasing mortality.
The governor
way to meet the Chlmayo rebels.
tenced to five years in the penitentiary
banks
Abreu brothers were killed by the territory. The following delegates to all bills having for their objects the
three
Small Slot at Chicago.
che Socorro convention were adopted: general cession of the public domain to
by
Las
near
Judge Crumpacker.
Indians
Bocas
and
the
govern
PEACE TALK.
Chicago, March 10. Renewed dlsor. or, who was riding a tine horse, made a J. F. Chaves, Solomon Luna, Carlos Ba- Uates and territories or general leasing
London, March 10. The Daily Mall der, which one time threatened to degreat effort to reach Santa Fe. but at a ca, Ruperto Jaramillo, Slivestre Mira- - of public grazing lands, be disposed of
publishes the following dispatch from velop into a riot, attended the attempts place called Las Cienegultas, just out oal, Biginlo Chavez, Pablo Rubl, Jaco by laying the same upon the table."
Dolores Doings.
Pretoria, dated Thursday, March 8, via
of contractors to place non side of the city, the Indians surrounded oo Chavez, Abellclo Pera.
Mr. Knox of Massachusetts, chairman
VV. T. Lawson of New
York, one. of
Lorenzo Marques, which had been cen union men at work on the new Ogdens-bur- him and an old Indian from the Inside
of the committee on territories, asked
the capitalists interested In the Gallsteo
Special rate by the Weak or Month
sored by the Boer government:
ConTable
for
with
or
dock. A crowd closed In on the of. of a corral shot the governor and he fell
Board,
Is
without
consent
unanimous
for
Hon. W. H. Jack, of Grant county, Is
the bill passed
at Dolores at presmining company,
room.
versations I have had with the highest fleers, hurling ice and snow at them, irom nis norse. All the Indians then
ent. The work of erecting the experimentioned as one of New by the senate, providing a territorial
Southeast Corner of Plata.
state officials show that the Boers want The officers fired a few shots in the air, made a rush towards the fallen man but prominently
mental
mill
and
other
preliminary work
he raised his head and with a pocket Mexico's delegates to the national Re- form of government for Hawaii, to be
for the test of the Edison process Is proBorne arrangement. They say if Eng- which scattered the crowd in a
hurry.
pistol that he had in his hand he shot publican convention. In Colfax county, taken up Tuesday, April 3, and debated
land is waging war for a conquest they
cessing satisfactorily.
one of the Indians and wounded him, where Mr. Jack is well known, he will three days, with a final vote Thursday,
Delagoa Bay Arbi ration.
At a sociable held at Cerrlllos this week
will figtft to a finish. Otherwise, they
then his head fell back and he was oe heartily indorsed for the position. April 6, at 4 p. m. The request was
In the Method'st church, S. G. Bum de10.
March
The dead. The Indians then
Berne, Switzerland,
believe a plain statement of the Boer
to.
approached He Is eminently capable and worthy agreed
Buggies,
lighted the audience with selections on
intentions will reveal the basis of nego bund announces that the arbitrators' and with a big knife cut off his head
Consideration
g
of the
SECOND HAND
any position in the gift of the party in
his concert phonograph
Wagons,
and F. P.
tlation, now that England's prestige Is tribunal has pronounced judgment in and carried it to the Canton or encamp New
case
contested
election
etc.
resumed.
Harness,
wag
Crichton
his
and
of
friendb
of this city also entertained tbs
Mexico,
legion
the
ment
were
on
the
rebels
where
assembled
the
but
Delagoa
arbitration,
bay
repaired.
for
sale
at
Lowlukl's
Stable.
audience
for
Livery
here
an
hour.
will
to
be
him
have
visit his
glad
close to the Rosario church.
at a
Admiral Kantz Has Orders.
President Kruger and President Steyn principal points only. The question of The place
Indians took all his clothing and nome state next June as a fitting repNew York, March 10. A special to the
conferred Monday at Bloemfonteln an Indemnity to be paid by Portugal re left the body naked.
The
rebels
then
of
the
element
resentative
best
of
the
and will shortly' be decided.
Incorporation of the above representa- mains,
paraded the streets with the head on a Republican party from his adopted ter- Herald from Washington says: Orders
have been telegraphed to Rear Admiral
tions in a cablegram to Lord Salisbury, Judgment will then be communicated pike.
ritory. Everybody here Is for Will Jack
sometime after this Governor Manuel for one of the six
of the AsiThe preservation of the Independence to the parties concerned.
Kautz, commander-in-chie- f
delegates from New atic
Armijo arrived in Santa Fe followed by Mexico. Raton
of the two republics is sine qua non.
ANNUAL KhCAMPMENT,
squadron, directing him to proceed
Range.
of
numbers
who
rallied to
great
people
with the Philadelphia to the Pacific
THE NEW BRITISH LOAN.
his support all the way from Tome, Va
coast of Central America for the purLondon, March 10, 4:15 a. m. Sir Ml' The 0. A. E, Gathering In This Oitj In lencia
Bernaand
are
There
county, Albuquerque
many candidates for the
chael Hicks-Beacchancellor of the
wnen Armlio had taken posses honor of representing this territory at pose of protecting American Interests
iiiio.
April.
to prevent hostilities
and
exchequer, when explaining to the
Headquarters Department of New sion of the Palace, Col. Gonzales who the Republican national convention in amongendeavoring
the republics there. Admiral
bankers the terms of the new loan of Mexico, Grand
had
of
rebel forces rode
Army of the Republic, into commandand the
next
June
The
claims
at
Philadelphia.
Kautz will not start until next week.
went up to the Palace
30,000,000, gave them the intimation
Santa Fe, N. M., March 8, 1900. (Gen and the city
of these gentlemen will be passed upon
challenged Ann I jo to come out and
that the government considered the end eral Orders No. 3.) First. The seven
conventight. Armijo walked out of the Palace by the Republican territorial
of the war Is near. "Since the est! teenth
Weekly Bank Statement.
annual encampment of this de with
a cano In his hand and walked up to tion that meets at Socorro next SaturNew York, March 10. Weekly bank
mates were prepared," he said, "events
will be held at the City of Gonzales who was on horseback and told day. Six delegates and six alternates tatement shows the
following chancres:
have taken place that have changed the partment N.
Santa Fe,
M., on Wednesday and him to get away from the city as quickly will be sent, and worthy and deserving Surplus reserves, decreased, $7,965,175;
situation, and probably not all the
11 and 12, 1900, at the as possible or he would have him arrest
Thursday,
be
April
will
selected.
Is
There
loans, Increased, $8,127,000; specie, deRepublicans
money will be required." Whatever the post hall of Carleton Post No. 3. De ed, and put In jail. Gonzales left and no
creased, $5,448,300: legal tenders, de
and
the
decide.
will
slate,
majority
or
know
government may
Intend, the partment
will be estab joining his forces started for Santa Cruz. Among the names mentioned are those creased, $2,639,700; deposits, decreased,
headquarters
unofficial opinion seems everywhere tj lished
Amino told him that be would soon fol
f4i,30Vr circulation, increased, $357,- at the offices of the department low
him and punish him and bis follow- of Gov. M. A. Otero, Solomon Luna, 600.
think the Boer power Is collapsing The
Banks hold $5,676,375 In excess of
on the" northeast corner of ers
commander,
Juan
R.
E.
If
did
not
Twitchell,
Santlstevan,
dis
very severely
they
eighth division has been under orders Washington and Palace avenues, where
requirements of 25 per cent rule.
A.
Charles
band.
did
follow
the
rebels
and
Romero,
SpleBS,
Armijo
to'embark for several days, but these the council of administration will meet
making camp at Santa Cruz, the first Frank A. Hubbell, C. M. Foraker, H. O.
The Canal Treaty.
orders, so far as the military contingent at 10 o'clock a. m.,
had
visitor
Col.
was
he
Gonzales
who
for
the
April IV
Bursum, E. A. Cahoon, W. H. H. LlewWashington, March 10. Lord Paunce- is concerned, has been recalled, Loid transaction of such business as may rode to Armljo's camp and saluted him
W. H. Jack and 3. M. Archuleta. fote, the British ambassador, was In
Roberts having reported that no more properly come before It. At 2 o'clock p. by saying: good morning companero, ellyn,
conference with Secretary Hay
Armijo
replied
saying:
my
good
morning
m. on the same day the encampment
The Republican convention of Grant The officials believe the British will refriend, dismount. Gonzales dismounted
will convene.
deleelected
has
the following
and then Armijo had him arrested and county
the
treaty If It be
Second. The commander of Carleton told his chaplain to confess his friend gates to the Republican territorial con- ject
and the Clayton-Bulwchanged,
one
will
officer
In
was
which
done
detail
comrade for
poBt
a tent near by and vention of Socorro: C. C. Shoemaker, T. treaty will prevail again, Its force havof the day, one for officer of the guard. then Armijo had him shot on the spot. A.
Cart, J. C. Givens, A. B. Laird and ing been recognised.
was
at Tome that Armlio was pro
and two for general duty; all of whom
it
James
Swarti. The convention elected
claimed
It
was
and
done by
governor
will report to the assistant adjutant
five delegates, although under the call
the parish priest, Maradlaga.
Rebellion Spreading.
10
a.
at
at
o'clock
general
headquarters
Nature bows m.,
But a
At that time Armlio was lame and issued by the Republican territorial
Carnarvan, Cape Colony. March 10
April 11, 1900, and said post has fra had to walk with a cane.
Is
to
committee
entitled
Grant county
General Kitchener has arrived at Victc the necessity
keeping ternally agreed to and will make all
but four, having cast at the last elec- toria west to organize the various col
More Dead Miners.
and
suitable
necessary
arrangements
the blood pure so that the for the
Charleston, W. Va., March 10. Six tion 668 votes for the Republican candi- umns for the purpose of suppressing the
encampment, and for a camp
tor delegate. The ratio adopted by rebellion, which Is spreading this disentire system
be strong, Are on the evening of April 12, and for more bodies have been recovered from date
trict. Minor fighting has occurred In
The total the territorial central committee is one several directions.
the reception of visiting comrades and the Red Ash mine
at
from each county, and
delegate
large
thirty-seveIs
healthy and vigorous,
so
number
far
friends.
one delegate for each ZOO votes and a
To take Hood's SarsaparSta. the great
All you can eat. and then some. At
Third. All department officers and
fraction of 100 and over cast for the Re- the
blood purifier, is i herefore a Utv of health those on the staff of the
Street Car Strike la Si Louie.
department
publican candidate for delegate at that
and It Is a necessity in nearly every house- commander will prepare full reports of
St. Louis, Mo., March 10. The St election. Whether the
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
Phelps Dead.
terrihold. R never disappoints.
their proceedings during the year, and Louis Transit Company has announced torial committee will Republican
New 'Haven. Conn., March 10. The
delefive
admit
'
" My step, submit the same to the department a refusal of the demands of employes gates from Grant county, when the call tofuneral of Edward J, Phelps,
Blood Disorders
commander at as early a day as possi for higher wages and shorter hours and Is but for
England, who died yesterday will be
daughter and I fume boihjxen troo- - ble
four, remains to be teen.
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at Battell Chapel, Yale, at 3 o'clock
before
of
council
A
the
the
of
union.
the
is
strike
meeting
recognition
bud greatly with blood disorders and of
Sunday afternoon. The body will be
administration.
stomach troubles, and , several bottles
taken to Burlington, Vt., for Interment.
Lincoln's Body Removed.
Fourth. Application has been made
of Hood's SarsaparSta have been of to the railroads for reduced fare for
10.
reMarch
The
III.,
Springfield,Vo Vlague at Port Townsend. Oyster fresh from the bay at the
mains of Abraham Lincoln were this Bon-To-n.
great benefit."" James F.
those attending the encampment, and
10.
Port
March
Townsend,
from
Wash.,
transferred
the
morning
crlptof
due notice of such reduotion will be
Wilmington, Ohio,
The Japanese steamer Nanyo Maru, on the National Lincoln Monument to a
given In ample time.
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The removal was
which plague symptoms were found, temporary vault.
This paper Is for tale at the
By command of
y
J. Rose Forsyth,
was released
after a searching made necessary oy demolition of the drug store
X GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
recon- Cerrlllos, New Mexico.
were three deaths, monument preparatory to entire
Them
investigation.
struction on a dlfferanl plan,- for which
Department Commander.
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two were from
Thirty 100,000 we appropriated by the legit- omotal: WM. M. BBKODlt, Assistant but
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'
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do not agree
with him. And Intelligent men are becoming more independent In voting as
they think than ever before. In the last
THE MEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
"I am aknife maker ancVworkcd for a number of years in the New York Knifo
presidential election more Democrats
Co.'s factory at Walden, N. Y. First thing I knew I commenced to bleed from
and Republicans voted against party the mouth.
Sometimes as much as a quart of blood would come up from my
Kutered as Second-Clan- s
matter at the nomine, than In any preceding year,
lungs at a time. Every time I coughed the blood spurted out. It was kj the
ants Fe Ponturiioe.
but the silver Republicans have no rea- fall 1 got so baa, anatnecnurcn
son for repeating their action, and noth
dATKB Og SUBSChlFTlON.
people told me I had better
make my peace with the Lord
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for
law
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currency
repealed
1.00
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not live till spring. My home 1
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doctor couldn t do me any good,
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hand,
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Daily, one year, by mail
but advised me to get to New
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crats who voted against Bryan finan- York City for examination.
Weekly, per month
76
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l.ifc cial Ideas have reason to congratulate
They finally took me to a medWeekly, six months
ft eekly, per year
2.00 themselves upon having been right in
ical college, and a whole lot of
their views and to repeat their action physicians made what they
r
Mexican Is the oldest
called a diagnosis. There were
1900.
iSf Thein Nhw
New Mexico. It is aent to every in
several students looking on.
Hostotfice in the Territory and has a large
One professor had a little ivory
tnd growing circulation among toe intelliEngland's Fear.
hammer, and with this he
gent and progressive people of thesouthwest.
When Great Britain sent an Inquiry pounded my chest and held his
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away the fact that war
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Additional prices and particulars given on some European power. It can scarcely
be that an attack from France Is feared, home, but didn't improve. One day I saw an advertisement of free samplea
receipt of a oopy of matter to be inserted.
our home drug-gist- s,
although the people of that country are Acker's English Remedy for Consumption, being given awayby
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I
one
&
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Eaton.
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atgot
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for
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another thrashing.
spoiling
was continuous, although
regular size, and my improvement
tack upon the British consulate yester- bought more of the were
astonished and so was I. After dark I hated to spit,
doctors
slow.
My
day by a mob at Bordeaux shows what
to know for sure. I have
The Boers are now strictly on the de a bad temper the French have worked because I was afraid it might be blood, and I wanted
solid man again. Although one lung is gone, the
I
am
a
at
last
for
no
fear
now,
fensive. They, began by assuming the up under the guise of
sympathy for the other is as sound as a dollar, and answers as well as two lungs, so far as I can
offensive.
Boers. The French have not forgotten
see. I want everyone to know the facts and that is why I tell them hero.
ordered a (Signed) A. H. Simpson.
Britain
Great
that
literally
Display advertisements of a "liquid
Acker's English Remedy is sold by all druggists under positive
guaranty
to get out of a cersee. and Si
air" company are running In the terri French expedition
that your money will be refunded in case of failure, asc.
some time
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CO.,
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We aulharite the abate gutrt.nt'--:
and there was nothing to do but
New York company, with a capital of ago,
Store.
Flseher's
Drug
the
of
the
interest
expo
obey. But for
$10,000,000, to offer to let the people of
sltlon at Paris there would probably be
New Mexico In on a good thing. Evi
demonstrations going on
BLAND MINING ITEMS.
for rendering the field unfavorable for
dently some air has got into this In that
city. The only real danger of
scheme and may explode It If not han
the action and propagation of the tuGreat
war
to
France
against
going
dled with care.
Patients treated in Information About the Camp and Iu
Britain, however, lies In a possible alli bercular germs.
Mines.
unventilated
close,
hospitals, in damp
ance with Russia, which has ambitions
Colonel Bryan is evidently a greater
to the ravA. Kornbluh Is working his assesshas long blocked. The climates, succumb quickly
that
England
man as to Influence elsewhere than in
ment on the Little Johnny. The claim is
British are In the Transvaal war to ages of consumption.
Nebraska's leading city.
Tuesday win, but with the ominous attitude of
Observation and experience teach us situated in the south fork of Colla canOmaha elected a Republican mayor by
clion. Reports confirm a good body of
would doubtless be glad to that the patient should live in that
a majority of 1,000 over a fusion candi Russiaa they out
well
eats
he
mate
where
quartz.
well,
sleeps
of a
find
way
exdate. The rest of the city ticket went
A visit to Albemarle last Saturday reIf six months roll around and gains in flesh, all of which the
in noting one improvement
through with Moores with the possible campaign.
with Great Britain still Involved In hilarating influence of the New Mexico sulted
Stonemasons are engaged in getting out
exception of tax commissioner. Of the South Africa, Russia, which
dimate
produce.
certainly
nine councilmen, all but two or three
The climatic requisites are: First and the material for a retort.
completion of her straare In doubt, the rest being Republican awaits only the
From present indications the stocit of
most
Important are pureness of air,
tegic railway and the weakening of her
new Cochiti tunnel company will he
Secthe
sunshine.
and
abundant
equability
expected antagonist, will in all proba
ond, dry, aseptic air and altitude. All taken from the market before even a
The Democrats of the Kentucky leg
blllty attempt to seize the ports she
islature are passing all sorts of bills wishes In southern waters and defy of which exist In New Mexico, with her small percentage of would-b- e
are supplied.
aimed at Governor Taylor. One of these Great Britain.
pine and cedar clad hills, where the air
Wonder how many of our enterprisis oxidized by the vast quantities of
makes it a felony, punishable by con
ozone generated by the evergreens. The ing citizens have done the preparatory
How Worry Kills.
flnement for from ten to twenty years,
for any one to retain forcible possession
Modern science has proved the truth air, unlike that of our southern pine exploration toward locating clalm3 on
the Ortiz grant. We learn on reliable
of a state office five days after the legis- of the assertion that worry kills. Scigroves, is free from malarial contamauthority that quite a number have
lature says he Is not entitled to the po- entists assert that after careful study ination, pure as that of
"Eternal sunshine" should be the been viewing the shining landscape o'er.
sition. But the bluff does not seem to of brain diseases they are convinced
The item in reference to. the shutNowork on the governor.
that many deaths ascribed to other watchword of the consumptive.
causes are due alone to worry. The where on the inhabitable part of the down at the Star mill was somewhat inColonel Bryan will not receive more students of brain diseases say that ex globe is there a bluer sky, brighter sun- complete, inasmuch that it should have
than half as many votes In the west amlnatlons have amply demonstrated shine or more brilliant stars than In stated it was a preparatory move tothis year as he did in 1896. Nebraska Is that worry Injures beyond repair cer- New Mexico. Nowhere is the death rate ward cleaning up.
the only state west of the Mississippi tain cells of the brain, and the brain be so free from consumption less than Work on the tunnel of the Navaho
The
where he has not lost In strength. Cer- ing the nutritive center of the body, the three per thousand as in New Mexico. company is progressing rapidly.
tainly no great reversal of public opin other organs become gradually Injured, A uniformly cool or moderately cold average headway now being made is
ion In the east has taken place In favor and when some disease of these organs, winter, with no great or rapid varia- about 10 feet a day. At this rate of
of him and free silver. Therefore, It re- or a combination of them, arises, death tions, is best, where the temperature Is progress it will not be long until the
quires considerable optimism upon the finally ensues. Thus does worry kill. not so low as to prevent the patient tunnel Is complete and ready for conpart of any one to believe that he can Insidiously like many another disease, from being outdoors every day of the nection with the new tramway.
be elected president.
The rumor which was in circulation
it creeps upon the brain In the form of winter. These conditions hold no place
Albea single, constant, never-loicea, and, so well as at Farmlngton. The nights last week to the effect that the
The nomination of Eugene V. Debs as the
of the
first
down
would
the
marle
shut
In
summer
are
over
of
a
water
cool,
uniformly
period
dropping
inviting
by the amalgamated Socialist Demo of years will wear a groove In a stone, and Insuring sound sleep, imparting month was without foundation. In concrats or amalgamated cranks is a fool- so does worry gradually, Imperceptibly, health. The genial influence of perpet- versation with people we know we have
of a
ish thing apparently, but the chances but no less
surely, destroy the brain ual sunshine renders the atmosphere since learned the only possibility
tre that ere election day Debsy will see cells that lead all the rest that are, so warm and dry, making it possible for suspension at that place would arise
a light from Democratic headquarters to speak, the commanding officers of the Invalid to follow the Injunction of through a break of the machinery.
and get out of the way of the Nebraska
mental, power, health, and motion. Wor one of our foremost authorities on the Bland herald.
nominee, provided the Democratic lead- ry, to make the theory still stronger, is subject, to "live out of doors."
ers think that the socialist ticket can an Irritant at certain
TIMBER FOR THE PEOPLE.
No one ever asks what the weather
points, which propull off enough votes to make it worth duces little harm If it comes at Inter- will be
It will be like towhile letting the light shine.
is like yesterday clear, Land Commissioner Hermann Says the
vals or irregularly. Occasional worry- day, and
of the system the brain can cope bright and pleasant. So much for the
People Hast Have It.
ing'
The London stock market has not with, but the Iteration and reiteration conditions
Land Commissioner Binger Hermann
required and existing. Now
shown any buoyancy despite British of one Idea of a
has made a recommendation to condisquieting "sort the cell to facts as regards results.
successes in South Africa. A few veeks of the brain are not
It Every day one meets people who tell gress on the sale and use of timber on
proof
against.
ago any little victory sent stocks kiting. Is as If the skull were laid bare and the you that five, ten or twenty years ago public lands. He says:
The depression is due to the fear that surface of the brain struck
"Prompt action on the part of conlightly with they were sent west to die; who have
England Is going to have trouble with a hammer every few seconds, with me- been in all stages, with cavities now gress to preserve what is left of the
Russia, although the czar has given no chanical precision, with never the sign healed, lung capacity rendered a little timber and to better regulate its use Is
signs of hostile intentions so far as the of a let-u- p
or the failure of a stroke. defective, but still doing the work, noyr Imperatively, demanded. Every year's
public has been Informed. But the se- Just In this way does the annoying Idea, enjoying life and apparently good delay inflicts upon the material interrious preparations by the government the
maddening thought that will not be health. We can In our brief experience ests of the country injuries which, with
for a greater contest than that In South done
away with, strike or fall upon cer- recall many poor souls and dear friends the lapse of time, Increase in magniAfrica have not been without their In- tain nerve
some young and in the prime of Hfe- - tude and become more difficult to remecells, never ceasing, and
fluence upon the stock market.
week by week diminishing the vitality gone to premature graves, who could be dy. It is obvious that the people of the
land states and of the territories
A New York financial paper says that of these delicate organisms that are so living and in good health had they have public
must have, timber or its products for
soft coal sells in London now for $12 per minute that they can be seen only un come to nature's own sanitarium. Of
der the mlscrscope.
course, New Mexico cannot restore a domestic purposes and for use in local
ton, and that it is very poor coal at
lung coughed and spat up; one must industries, and if the government has
In
Unitscarce
the
that. Coal is getting
come while the lung Is only Impaired timber that may be disposed of without
Why Marriage Is Shunned.
ed Kingdom, and the government has
At a Pennsylvania town a few days and the disease In its incipiency. Many Injury to the more general interests the
given such large orders recently for
back east say they would rather people should be allowed to use It on
British naval stations the price has ago a prominent Catholic priest, ad- people
an audience of 500 young men die In the east than live in New Mexico, making reasonable compensation for it,
dressing
The
British
gone skyward9.
governall of whom most surely die. Think of and in meritorious cases they should be
ment Is negotiating for large quantities and women, declared that the decreasthe awful record In Indiana for the year permitted to use it free of charge in
to
was
number
of
due
the
ing
marriages
of American coal for naval purposes,
backwardness of the young men, and just past one In every seven deaths limited quantity. They should be treatwishing to have plenty on hand to carthat they should be heartily ashamed was due to consumption. With all oth- ed with that liberality and justice
ry the navy should a war come with of
themselves, as the young women er diseases one death out of seven was which will surely, promote their welnaval
power.
any
were ready for matrimonial duties. He from tuberculosis, while in New Mexico fare and happiness as a
In one thou- people and add immeasurably, to the
Russia, too, It seems, has specters. urged the young men to brace up and only two and
and stability of the nation."
Having laid an Iron hand upon the Mus- seek partners. Another priest In the sand andied from this disease. There ex- prosperity
indescribable fascination in this
sulmans in her territory, the followers same'state, talking of the address of his ists
of Islam now give It out with empha- brother In the church, declares that the perfect climate a stimulating influence
sis that If the czar attempts to move young men alone are not to blame for which compels one to like the country,
lack of marriages. The young women, People who 'once live here are never
upon British possessions the imperial
he says, do not marry because they contented with a humid climate.
troops will And that they have to deal
We will sum up the natural condifirst with the believers In the tribal re- wish to step Into places where their
mothers left off. The girls expect to tions; First, a pure ascepttc air, steriligion, who will seek to play even for
living Which they see lized by being filtered through eternal
past oppression. The ameer of Afghan- adopt a style ofmen
that
the
cannot afford, es sunshine. Second, dry,- - porous soil.
young
Contagious blood poison is abtotatelj
declares
Is
not Btrong
istan
that Russia
In expensive Third, minimum of cloud and rain, a beyond the skill of, the doctors They
when
peclally
Indulge
they
enough to cope with him and England
at the same time. The children of the habits that use up the salaries earned, maximum of sunshine. Fourth, no may dose a patient for yean on their
desert, being fanatics, are hard custom The young men, says this pastor, are great and sudden variations of temper-- , mercurial and potash remedies, but he
ers with whom to deal, and Russia will not too bashful to propose marriage, ature. Fifth, the germacldal Influence rill never be rid of the disease : on the
other hand, his condition will grow
undoubtedly do considerable thinking They simply associate with the young of the air.
women for the pleasure of the hour,
steadily worse.. 8. 8.8. ii the only cure
before stirring up a hornet's nest.
for this terrible affliction, because it ii
feeling that if they were to persist in
Consumption la Denver.
the only remedy which goes direct to
their attentions they might fall In love In 1889 Denver had 1,762
of
deaths,
some
eastern gold with the maidens and in the end be re
Itia alleged that
the cause of the diteaee and forces it
30
which
or
were
to
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Democrats who voted against Colonel fused
per cent,
from the system. '
their hands in
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consumption, most ' cases originating
Bryan In 1S96 are going to support the young men think they marriage.
1 was afflloted with Blood
should have a elsewhere than in Colorado.
and the
But the best doe tori did ae no good,Poison,
nominee who was then wrong as to
though I took
house and Interior fitted up like a man number of cases
toin Colorado
hmu ireaimeni
contracted
finances. Such Is not the case with the slon
before they feel sure the
will Is on the Increase, and
tally. In feci, I teemed
markedly so.
gold Democrats of the west. There are accept them. Of course, there girls
to get worse all the
are
some
The records of the Denver bureau of
some of them In New Mexico, and al
while,, I took almost
young women who will marry even
blood
very
though they had no votes under terrltO' though the man be poor, but If he have health show that of the deaths from
remedy, but they did not
seem to reach the die.
tuberculosis occurring since January 1,
rial government, the perspective ob
an honest heart, be generous 1893, the
rase, and had no effeet
were specified as
talned of the Democratic party has led health,
whatever. I was
and Industrious, such a man is good contracted following
in Colorado: 1893, 49; 1894, 51;
fori! seemed
heartened,
them to see defects which they did not
$
W
for any girl. But too many of 189S, 64; 1896, 66; 1897, 88; 1898, 99;
v
j
the
observe when under the spell of asso enough
vied. At the adTice ol
the young men spend their earnings
a friend I then took
percentage to the total number of
elation. New Mexico Democrats who
S. B. 8., sol began to 1 st
foolishly and on a scale of wealthier deaths from this disease passing suc
disapproved of Colonel Bryan still con persons.
rove, i continued me
They accumulate nothing, and cessively from 11.26 In 1893 to 13.02 In Mdlelne.aa It en
me completely, build- demn him and his financial opinions,
whose parents can support them, 1894, 14.95 in 1896, 17.93 in 1896, 17.99 in bur op my health and Increasing my appetite,
girls
and are emphatically against him In or who can earn their own
was
this
ten
Although
years ago, I bar nam
living, are 1897, and 19.77 In 1898.
return.
yet. oau e Hanoi us suaeaew
the matter of,contractlon of the nation' not far
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business
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point of
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to like
to continue
It
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who
upon
wages
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Hew
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A Political Instance.
sonal pleasures.
The abstract of the condition of the totally destroying tho digestion, they
Olney has declared hlnv
national banks, as reported to the dry up the marrow in the bones, proself unwilling to support the 16 to 1 fol
a stiffness and swelling of the
WHAT THE CLIMATE DOES.
comptroller of the currency, shows the ducingly, and also condemns lag furling. That
causing the hair to fall oat, and
means that he cannot vote for Colonel
average reserve held February 13 by Joints,
completely wrecking the system.
Bryan to be president. There are many New Mexico Sunshine As a Therapeutical New Mexico banks at 32.71 per cent,
dis35.01
loans
and
cent;
per
thousands of men who think upon these
against
Agent.
subjects as does Cleveland's old cabi- (Dr. O. C. McEwen in San Juan Times.) counts decreased from $2,301,862 to influence of climatic
gold coin decreased from 1170,net officer, and in order to help suppress The
Ideas which they condemn they must environment in the treatment of pulmo- 757 to $165,267; lawful money reserve In- it guaranteed Purely Vegetable, and ii
vote the Republican ticket this year. nary tuberculosis is no longer a mooted creased from $350,396 to $358,959; total the oniy diooh remeay free rrom tneM I
There Is no use for an Individual to question, but is conceded by all clini specie Increased from $229,896 to $!J5,- - dangerous mineral!.
sent free by
Book on
have opinions unless he la willing to cians. Pure air is now recognised a the 317; individual deposits increased from
j
gwUtgpsWOoBan,AUaaU(Oa.
r
to
means
our
command $3,700,274
at
$310,856.
back them up with his ballot, even If most efficient
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SOCIETIES.

(70K SPECIAL, FEATURES.)
FOR THAT HUNGRY FEELING!
Try one of our 25c dinners, it will
satisfy it. Hot and cold lunches at all
hours. Short orders our specialty and
at honest prices Open day and night.
Satisfaction wedo guarantee.
THE
HOTEL,
J. V. Conway, Mgr.
BON-TO-

A DAMP PROPOSITION

For family and medicinal purposes

IT'S NOT THE COAT
That makes the man, it's tho whole
suit, it's material, stylo, cut, and general

Monteauma Lodge No. 1, A.
F. A A. M. Regular communication first Monday
each month at tlasonlo Ha
at 1 :30 p. m.
W. 8. Hasboi n.
W. M.
F. P. Chiohton,

We will insure you all
workmanship.
these essentials. New goods arriving
Tailor mado garments, just
daily.
bought, 811.25.
SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN,
The Gents' Furnishers.

Secretary.

Santa te Chapter No. 1, K. A,
M. Regular convocation second
Monday in each month at Musculo Hall at 1 :30 p. m.
Mabcus Eldodt,
H. P.

KEEP AN EYE

use

the celebrated LEMP'S keg and bottled
beer, sold by all saloons on drought or
On this space,
bottle. The doctors recommend It.
Phone any saloon for small orders and
HENRY KRICK,
Phone No. 38.
Wholesale Dealer.
C. W DUDROW.
free
delivery.
Prompt
BICYCLE REPAIRING
LOOKING FOR FILIGREE?
We extend a cordial and welcome InAt Denver prices.
vitation to all to visit and examine this
of
Crescent, $35, $35, $50 and 800.
beautiful and popular stylo
jewelry
manufactured by the Santa Fo Filigree
Columbia, $35, $50, $60 and $75.
& Jewelry Manufacturing Co. Parties
Renting.
anticipating buying filigree jewelry e
should call at our store uhd Inspect
E. S. ANDREWS.
purchasing.
H. MONDRAGON, Manager.
DID IT EVER OCCUR TO YOU
K O D A K S.
That small stores often have large
We have some Special Bargains In bargains. Wo have just opened one of
KODAKS. We want to close out our these small stores with a complete line
Clean Fresh Groceries. The price as
present stock to make room for a new of
well as quality will please you.
off list price.
assortment.
We also have all kinds of Kodak supShady Grove Creamery Butter, 30c.
FISCHER & CO.
CELESTINO ORTIZ & CO.
plies.
One-thir- d

ENGAGED IN A GOOD CAUSE
Of putting down drink of standard
brands. Come in and help us along.
Fancy mixtures a specialty. Try the
New Orleans Fiz. It will appeal to ycur

FREE SILVER
Has no novelties, but I have novelties
In all kinds of Sterling Silver. Sterling
Silver tableware; Sterling Silver toilet
sets; Sterling Silver manicure sets; Roger
Bros, spoons for souvenir gifts. Everything in Silver. Pop her the question
and buy her the ring at
S. SPITZ, The Jeweler.

ABTHITH

Secretary.
Santa Fe Commandery No.l,
Regular oonolave fourth
Monday in each month at Ms
sonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
S. G. Cabtwbioht, K. C.
K. T.

F. S. Davis,

Recorder.

I.

LODGB
PARADISE
No. 2, 1.O.O.F.,meets
every Thursday even-nBellows
hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.
F.. C. WiSLBT,

Recording deoretary.

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT No. 8, 1. O. O.
communication the second and
F.: Regular
wnmmAmm
nh month at Odd Fel
lows' haU;vlsitine patriarchs welcome, .
v.
n . Ol. n. tt kjuu n
J, E. Hainis, Sorlbe.
MYRTLE REBEEAH LODGE. No. 0,1. 0.O.
F. : Regular meeting first and third Tuesday
of each month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
brothers and sisters weloome.
Miss Salmb Vak Aesdbll, Noble Grand.
Mits Tbsbib Call, Seoretary,

AZTLAN LODGE No. 3, I. O. O. F meet
Green River whisky.
every Friday eveningin Odd Fellows hall
THE OXFORD CLUB,
San Franoiseo street. Visiting brothers welL. MTBbown, N. G.
J. E. Lacome, Prop. oome.
John CSsabs, Secretary.

THE CLAIRE HOTEL,
In tho heart of the city; elegantly

OF

IC.

IP.

building; nice large
office; electric lights; the only hotel SANTA FE LODGB No. 2, K. ofatP.7:30Regular
o'clock
every Tuesday evening
s
In every meeting
heated
by steam;
at Castle hall. Visiting knights given a corDavid M. White,
dial welcome.
respect.
Chanoellor Commander,
FRED. D. MICHAEL,
W. N. Townsbnd,
S.
R.
of
and
K.
Pro irletor,
furnished;

brick

first-clas-

A
.

O. O. IT.

better taste.

ARE YOUR FEET MATES?
If they are I can fit them. I am making special prices on my entire winter
stock of Men's, Boys', Ladles' and Misses'
shoes and there are many Interesting
Men's and boys' Seamless
bargains.
Camp Shoes.
A foot of style at bargain price.
CHAS. HASPELMATH.
Repairing.

P. F. HAN LEY.

SaXIQMAK,

O. TJ. W.

BARGAINS TO YOU,
GOLDEN LODGB No. 8, A. O. U. W., meets
and fourth Wednesdays, 8 p.m.
Means Capu Nome to me, thirty days, every second
W. 8. Habboun, Master Workman.
C.
Recorder
John
Sbabs,
A house full of
we make the turns.
C'03t no object. You know the
goods.

.

Dealer in Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.
Imported and Native Wines for family
use. Oui Specialties: Old Crow,
place.
Uuckenhelmer Rye, and TayP. O. 75
lor and Paxton Whiskies.
Santa Fe, N. M.

B.

r,

1?- -

O. ElilCS.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 480, B. P. O. E., holds iU
J.
regular sessions on the second and fourth
month. Visiting broth
San Francisco St, Wednesdays of eaohwelcome.
ers are invited and
Chas. F. Bablby, Exalted Ruler.
E. S. Abdbbws Seoretary.
H. BLAIN,

PROFESSIONAL

House
The
Timmer
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
On

the European Plan, or Board and Room $1.50 to $3 tvt
day. Special rate by the week.

SPACIOUS SAMPLE BOOMS FOB, COMMERCIAL
When In SllverCity
Stop at the Best Hotel

FRANK

E,

ATTOBNE18 AT

JLAWj

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
CHAS. A. SPIESS.

Attorney at law. Will praotloe In all terrl,
torlal oourts. Kast Las Vegas, N, M.

TRAVELERS
Offloe

MILSTED

OAKDSt,

GEO.W. KNABBEL,
In Griffin Block. Collections

Prop,

and

j

learohlng titles a specialty.

BDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer Santa Fe, New Mexico. Offloe
Block.
Catron

to-d-

.

three-fourt-

jctors Can't
Cure It!

ii

d

NOTICE OF SALE.
Bill to Preserve Prehistorio Ruins.
District Court, Santa Fe County Ma
Representative Shafroth of Colorado
tlas Domlnguez and others, vs. Albl
has introduced a bill that provides for
no Ortega and others.
t
conthe
from
lands
public
segregation
is hereby given that pursuant
Notice
Aritained in tracts in Colorado, Utah,
zona and New Mexico, upon which are to a decree of this court made on the
found ancient ruins and evidences of 6th day of March, 1900, I, the under
signed referee, will sell at public auc'
the existence of prehistoric 'people.
The bill directs the secretary of the tlon at the front door of the county
Fe, on
Interior to have surveys made of these court house in the City of Santa
tracts by the geological survey, which Saturday, April 7, 1900, at 10 o'clock a.
will be required to make maps of each m., the premises described in the com'
and report whether in his opinion the plaint in this action, with the exception
ruins are of sufficient historical value of the land decreed to the Atchison, To
to be worthy of preservation and pro peka & Santa Fe Railway Company, of
the patented land within the boundaries
tection.
The secretary of the Interior is di- of said premises, and of the tract of 160
rected to set aside such tracts to b re- acred claimed by Jose Maria Samoza.
served from settlement and placed In Said land will be sold as far as practlc
custody of the bureau of American eth- able in legal subdivisions, in tracts not
exceeding 640 acres in area, to suit the
nology, which shall maintain custodiconvenience of purchasers. The prenv
ans in each.
ises to be sold constitute a portion of
the
de Vargas grant. Terms
The Burlington Kouu Changes Time cash.Sebastian
The land will be sold free of in
On and after
cumbrances, as the decree provides for
Sunday, February 26,
the payment of the lien of the United
the Burlington's Chicago Special
for survey, and of accrued taxes,
States
leaves Denver 9:00 a. m.
out of the proceeds of sale.
arriving Chicago and
AMADO CHAVES, Referee.
St. Louis 2:15 p. m.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 7, 1900.
NEXT DAY.
The service Is as good
as the time Is
diner,
Personally
library and chair cars.
One of the sleepers
comes through from San Francisco.
You can get aboard it

Blood

J

A.

R. C. GORTNER,

for the
Attorney at Law. Dlstriot attorney
1st Judicial distiiot, counties of Santa Fe, San
in all
Taos.
Practices
and
Arriba
Rio
Juan,
oourts of the territory. Offloe in the
Fe
Santa
Court
and
House,
Building
New Mexico.

B. A.FISKB,
at Law, P.O. Boa
Attorney and Counselor
"F," Santa Fe, New Mexico. Practioej in
Supreme and all Dlstriot Court of New
Mexico.

.

A. B.RENEHAN,

DaA.

In all (ItMrnUviwIal
Commissioner
Court of Claim.
Collections and title searohlng. Boom I and
tSplegelberg Block.
a

T

Court.

INMUBAHCB.
B. B. LAN HARD,

Insurance Agent. Offloe! Catron Block, K
Side of Plasa. Represents the largest
doing busiuess lu tne territory ut
NewMexlooTln both Ufa, fire and acoldeut
insurance.
oom-puul-

DKNT1BTB.
D.W.MANLBT,
Dentist. Offloe, Southwest Corner of Plasa
over Fischer' Drug Store.

fast-slee- pers,

ConW

in Colorado
AT YOUR OWN HOME
and go right through to Chicago
without a single change
of cars.
G. W. Vallery, Oen'l Agent,
1039 Seventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo.

BVBXXHGTOV BOUTS
Wew Tint Card, February 95.
Chicago Special leaves Denver 9:00 a.
m. Vestlbuled Flyer leaves Denver 10:00
p. m. For Omaha, Chicago, Kansas
City, St. Louis. Tickets at offices of
connecting lines.

Z8

j

CHAS, F. BASLET,
(Late Surveyor General.)
at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Land and
Attorneybusiness
a specialty.
mining

BY

THE

MEXICAN
CENTRAL
RAILWAY
you can reach the
very heart of Mexico,
The Mexican Central
Railway, is standard
gauge throughout and
convenoffers ill
ances cf modern rail- way travel. Forratet
'

ana farther inforici

tlon address

B. J. 1LVHN
.Con'l Aft. aSI Paso, Tex.

tie last

To
;

'

Tla the Santa Fe Route.

Throe times a week from Santa Fe
In Improved
Pullman tourist sleeping cars.
Better than ever before, at lowest

1.

PASO & NORTHEASTERN
AND

possible rates.
.LMCC1B00 &SACRAMEMT0 MOUNTAIN RYJ
Experienced excursion conductors,
Also dally service between Santa Fe
.
ana Kansas uty ana unicago.
"
Mountain Time
Correspondence solicited.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
No. 1 leaves El Paso., .10:30 a. in.
Train
SANTA FE RY. Train No.
THE ATCHI80K, TOFEK&
i arrives El Paso. . 7:15 p. m.
SANTA FE, N. M.
(Dally Except Sunday.)
Train No. 1 ar Alamogordo. . 2:45 d. m.
Train No. a lv. Alamogordo. . . 3:20 p. ni.
LET YOUR
.Daily Except Sunday.)
VEXT TRIP BE
Connects at Alamogordo with stage tins
.0 JNOgais, raescaiero, it. oiantou
SOUTHWARD! Via the
ind White Oaks.

TIME TABLE NO. 2

.

:

WABASH

THEsaTlus

of S2.00 on eeob

WAY up service.

No one should leave Alamogordo
without making a trip on the. ,
lUMDCORDO

tlektt

SACRAMENTO

-- THAT

TO New Tork and Boston.
GO ask your Tleket Agent.

M0UNTA1H RilLWJT

FAMOUS

"UL0UD CLIMBING fiOUTL"
And Cool Oft At

"Cloudoroft"

EAST, mm where the Wabash run
IS there free Chair Cars? Tee, sir!

The Breathing Spot of the Sonthwes.

VIA Niagara Falls at same pries.
THE shortest and best to St, Louis.

WABASH.

I

MM

for Inforitienon of any kind regarding x
railroads or Kit country adjacent ihrrca'

.

P. P. IITTCUCOCR,
General Agt., Pass. Dept.,
Denver, Colo.

.

Wa ssay easier.

aw.wT.a,et..;i)

A

When A Man Speaks First
When a new star floats into the field
Discounting a Weather Report.
Governess (about to start with family
"I suppose we ought to have the of vision of some watchful astronomer,
as the clock strikes
every
ter,
night,
house painted this spring" said Mr. the world honors the discoverer, gives the
Inals clanging the r way over tun snows on day's outing) Well, we are going io
12, and see that she says, as she swalnew star a fitting name, and
of the Siberian plains to a lifo of terrible have a pleasant day, after all.
Greeuougli.
lows
it:
liHave vou enough money put by to
records the addition to the
aesoiation is one of horror, it is now
Harry How do you know?
asked".
"li I drink this precious charm.
sum of human knowledge
have it done?" his wife
Governess From the weather report
rumored that this barbarous custom
me
do
harml"
cannot
Spirits
Is to be abolished, and that Siberia, in this morning's paper.
"Yes," he said, pleased at the interest
gained by this discovery.
rePriscilla's
but
she,
eyes swelled,
she took in the matter "I've been layYet of what small profit to
which is really a fertile country, is to be
Harry Huh? They don't know anyliumanitv at krm is this dis
cultivated.
peated, slowly:
ing away a little every month for it, and
This nes will be wel- thing about ma. Richmond Dispatch.
?
I
the
other
What
counted
will those cold star rays
when J
"Ef I drinks dis preshus charm
covery
comed as joyfully by the far away conup
night,
do for the sleepless sufferer who coughs
Natural to Ask.
victs as Is the fact by Exiles of health,'
Sperrits ain't gwine ter do me harm." fonnd that the fund amounted to some- and
t
burns the long night through?
that Hostetter's Stomach Bitters cures
"That's right," I said, "make her take thing like 8250,"
Mrs. Ditupleton I am worried to
A far greater discovery for the sick is
remedies death about baby.
Other
'Oh, George," she exclaimed; "that
dvspesia.
It until she hears from me and you'll be
diaclaim to cure. That is all. The Bitters
the surprised to fincf how fast she im- will be just enough to buy a lovely Dia- aDr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
Dinipleton Is there
mond I was looking at yesterday.
not only claim to cure, but has done so mutter with him? Detroitanything
remedy which has cured thousands
Free l'ress. proves."
monds are going up ou account of the of such sufferers. Obstinate and
d
for fifty years.
It cures indigestion,
me
Fred
joined
shortly after Priscilla war in South Africa. Paint isn't!"
coughs, bronchitis, weak and
constipation, biliousness, malaria, fever
Then ho began wondering why man bleeding lungs and other conditions,
disappeared.
and ague, liver and kidney troubles It
la the best medicine In the world for
"Mary," said he, "you're the biggest was ever blessed with speech Chicago which, if neglected, lead to consumption, are permanently cured by "Golden
this time of the year.
goose living; the idea of teaching that
Medical Discovery." It contains no alcodarky all that rubbish."
of
B.
Health
F.
Specifies for Heart Trouble.
hol or other intoxicant, neither opium,
Thlrkleld,
Inspector
"
I
must
"one
dear
"My
boy," replied,
The "Konierin' of Sally Ann.
A volunteer in a Colorado regiment at
says, "Kodol Dyspepsia Cure cocaine nor other narcotic.
tit the cure to the malady. Sally really Chicago,
I had a terrible cough
can not be recommended too highly. It
Manila has been cured ot stuttering by
something
over a year ago and could
thinks she 1b conjured, and if 1 used or- cured me of severe dyspepsia."
find nothing
It di- to
or even to do
being shot through the throat, by a
me a particle
stop
VXD
DA
YOTJUG.
methods would allow her mind gests what you eat and cures Indigestion, of good,"it, writes
By
dinary
M.
j.
Mauser bullet. Exchange. Another felfarr, fesq. 1
to influence her, and ultimately fade heartburn and all forms of dyspepsia. of Cameron, Screven Co..
chanced to see an
low in South Africa has been cured of
tisement of
i Georgia.
Ireland's Pharmacy.
away; as it is, I have hopes of her
and
forthwith
a
w
love by being shot through the heart by
bottle
YA bought
of
invaluable
your
ery."
'Golden
It Has Her Approval.
Medical Discovery.1 Besome other sort of old ' projectile.
THOUGHT it rather hard that Prls-cill- a
JJSi fore I had
"I expect you are right," he said, "you
I'm giad," said the Chicago girl, "that taken half a bottle I was
Yonkers Statesman.
should follow me to the gar usually are!"
Jfj entirely
our university has taken up this spelling well."
Winter
before
I
had
this,
whither
my
betaken
for
den,
so
myself
I
"Thank
much; by the way,
Now I can write oldest boy (who is now
HE POOLED THE SURGEONS.
you
reform business.
All doctors told Kenlck Hamilton, of the express purpose of enjoying my own see you are going to the 'Quarters;' those Boston girls I met during our trip nearly five years old),
a terrible cough ; he
I
was
but
established
scarcely
abroad last season without always keep- had
West Jefferson, O., after suffering 18 society,
please tell Angle I want to see her."
had it the whole winter
"If I don't forget."
ing the dictionary at my elbow. If I and all summer. Phymonths from Rectal Fistula, he would before she arrived, smiling and urbane,
don't happen to spell right, you see, they sicians did him no good,
"See that you don't; this is very
die unless a costly operation was per- and so perfectly sure of a welcome as
nothing my wile and
will think I am helping along the reform and
to
be
positively
exasperating.
I could do did' him any
formed; but he cured himself with five
movement. It's great stuff." Chicago good. After your 'Disso lonesome, Miss Mary,"
"You
looked
his
was
That
faithful
memory proved
boxes of Bucklen's Arnica Salve, the
covery ' had cured me so
surest Pile cure on Earth, and the best she said, seating herself on the grass, evidenced by the arrival of Angie the
quickly I wrote my
wife to bring him
'lowed
I
"dat
I'd
jine you; 'tain'tgood next day Angie in a gorgeous and im
The modern and most effective cure back
Salve in the World. 25 cents a box, .Sold
from the
folks
flock
fur
ter
all liver troubles
for
young
of
deyselves.
and
by
cheese
costume
white
cloth
she having
possible
constipation
&
country,
Fischer
Co.,
by
druggists.
sides I se in trubble, an I wants you and a big hat freighted with roses.
the famous little pills known as De Witt's came a mm mere to
see
the
if
change
vise me.
When this delightful vision bright Little Early Risers. Ireland's Pharmacy. would do him
good.
COLUMN. ter"Well,
We were living in
what can I do for you?"
ened my humble apartment, I said:
Because
Was
at the time. She brought him
It
Ga.,
Savannah,
Juicy.
"You kin hep me a lot, Miss Mary
and after giving him your great 'Golden
"Angie, I sent for you because I've re
The waitress. Did you over see a cake back,
Medical Discovery for a time he entirely reMUSIC OF THE PIN8.
hit's Sally Ann what's in trubble;
ceived a letter from Mrs. Doane asking
walk, Bridgett?
covered,"
Sally ain't hed no luck senee de if you were still on the place, as she
The People's Common Sense Medical
The cook Yes, lndade; 'n' I've seen a
tweet Strains That May Be Produced
was
she
fus
a
tunmn
kittle wants to engage you as cook; she says plo run. Philadelphia
borned;
day
Bulletin.
Adviser, 1008 pages, is sent free, on receipt
With Homemade Instrument.
of bilin' water over herself when she she has not forgotten your batter cakes
of stamps, to pay expense of mailing only.
There is in Scandinavia, says the Chiwarn't no mor'n a baby, den bein' (for Angie had cooked for us during
MOKI TEA POSIVIVELY CURES SICK
Send 21
stamps for the book in
cago Record, a popular belief that all lost runned
d
paper cover, or 31 stamps for the
by a cow crossin thru Uineral one of Priscilla's brief absences), and
HEADACHE,
pins are gathered by gnomes or mounvolume.
Hethercourt's parsture, an' here lately faithless friend though she might be
tain sprites and used as weapons in subA
and
Indigestion
constipation.
delight'
gwine an' gitten 'kunjered' by dat no was a jewel among servants. I saw Mr,
terranean battles among hostile factions count
little gal what cooks fur Mister Legroue this morning and he told me he ful herb drink. Removes all eruptions
A Tough Proposition.
of those mythical and diminutive hill
of the skin, producing a perfect com
had no objection to your going; and 1
Legroue."
She Why do they call love the 'ten25 cts. and
dwellers.
refunded.
or
money
plexion,
1
"Angie?" exclaimed.
felt sure you would want to go, for the '0 cts.
uer passion, do you suppose?
One need hardly seek, however, such
"Yessum, an' alongstof asquint-eye- d
Ho I m sure I don't know; It's the
city will suit you better than the coun
remote places to find good use for stray
store.
sale
For
at
Fischer's
drug
nigger what ain't wuth de.sb.ot ter kill try, won't it?"
toughest thing that ever happoned to
1110.
him wid."
xoiiKers statement.
The City Strain.
"Yessum, dese folks roun' here, sho',
"If he's all that," I said, "why should is common."
"I met our bookkeeper out on his
Always Think of Their Stomachs!
If Angie could have divined my un wheel Sunday."
Sally Ann want him?"
TLe strenuousnes of the missionary's
"Miss Mary, dere ain't no countin' on complimentary thoughts she would not
"Was he enjoying hfmself?"
impressea us proiounaiy.
"I couldn't tell: he had on his week uuorts
gals; I'se lived a long time an' I'se have looked at me so smilingly, but forHe Is trying vory hard to convert you,
lunried a heap, but I'se never constructJournal.
so
was
not
she
day
expression."
do
Indianapolis
we
eyes
speak,
tunately
remarked, addressing ourselves to
ed myself ez ter what a gal's gwine ter blissfully unaware of my sentiments.
If the reader of this should chance to too cannibals.
do! Nathan Lewis, de nigger what's
"Think it over," I said, "and let me
Oh, yes, the savages replied, for if he
caused all de 'citement, wuz keepin' know what yon decide. You'll have to know of any ono who Is subject to at- fails, vou know, the understanding is
oumpny wid Sally (dey was traduced at iro before Sunday or Mrs. Doane will tacks of bilious colic he can do him no that the lunch is on him! Yes!
b io. r.
de picnic what de Congregation of give the place to some one else."
Hereupon there seemed to be somegreater favor than to tell him of Champins. They can be employed in making Blessed Sinners guv at de
Miss Mary," cried Angle berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea thing almost sinister in the reluctance
"I'll
an',
go,
grove),
of these benighted people to embrace
at least two different patterns of musical seein' ez Sally ain't uothin' on looks an' "Dere ain't nothin' ter
keep me."
Remedy. It always gives prompt relief. the new religion. Detroit
Instruments dolls' instruments, perhaps,
Journal.
ter
"I
warn't
I
me
anoder
think
"I
didn't
likely
chance,
C.
so,"
A.
For
git
sale by
Ireland.
replied.
but nevertheless full of sweet music.
an'
'elded
ACKER'S
no
ter
make
DYSPEPSIA
TABLETS
above
ARE
held
knew
the
Hinery
peoyou
'jections
yourself
It is well known that the vibrutions of
Unseasonable Congratulations.
SOLD ON A
ple on the place." (Horrid little snob,
a metal rod fastened at one end will pro- ter de match.
The amateur elocutionist was tossed Positive
duce a tone, the sound of which is regu"Everything wuz gwine on smoovely I thought.)
guarantee. Cures heart-burlated by the length and thickness of the when Sally Ann ain't, hed no better
"Yessum, dere ain't nobuddy fltten and torn by conflicting emotions.
of the food, distress after eatraising
of
The
the
to
rod. A pin fastened
a board by its senee den ter vite Angie ter supper one ter 'sociate wid here.
performance
night before,
when he had appeared the sole enter- ing or any form of dyspepsia. One litpoint and put in vibration (struck) by a night when Nathan was dere. Well,
"Then I'll write to Mrs. Doane to ex
25
a charity function, the man- tle tablet gives Immediate relief.
at
tainer
nail or a strong needle is no exception to Miss
Mary, you mayn't believe hit, but pect you?"
this rule. Whether arranged in rows ns she ain't
agement of which had paid him 810 for cts. and 60 cts.
no
mo'n
on
set
"Yessum."
dat
nigeyes
Ills services, was the cause of it all.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
shown in Fig. 1 or in a circle, pins will
So early Saturday morning, Angie de
But why mourn?
vibrate when "struck," and the tone may ger 'fore she gin ter 'tract him; sich
A friend burst in upon him to offer
be made to conform to a certain scale or gwines on I never seed!
parted for "green fields and pastures
Sort of Endless Chain,
The friend had not
tune by inserting the pins at a greater or
"Sally Ann she ain't dun nuffin but new," and that same afternoon Phil I'ongratulatlous.
Jones
Curry Is an awfully unfortuless depth in the board.
cry all night, an' Hinery he sez ter her called to acquaint me with the success attended the recital.
follow.
"How did It go off?" he asked cheer nate
Fig. 2 represents a row of pins ar- sez he: 'You got jest what you 'sarved ; of his own machinations.
Jackson That so?
grasping tne young man's band in
ranged in a circle and touched by a nee- ain't got no more gumption den ter ax
"I sent for Nathan," he said, "and ny,
Jones Yes; he snores so loud that he
of his as he spoke, "Was the aud
both
dle, which is set in motion by a hot air dat gal here. I reckin
betknow
told him I'd give him the place of hos
you'll
always wakes the baby, then the baby
wheel.
so loud he wakes Curry, so they
nex' time.' Well, Miss Mary, Na- tier if he were only married. In fact, ience carried away?"
ter
cries
was the doubtful reply have to walk
Carefully examine Fig. 2, and you will than ain't bin near us senee,
offer
hold
together.
would
until
I
that
the
open
'ceptin'
on
own
see
left
device
their
accord."
how the
"They
may be made.
easily
Under such circumstances a person
Half inch pine boards will do, or even once, an' den twuz ter ax Hinery fur de he could find himself a wife, provided
Taken
by Surprise.
bingles, for the framework, and the air loan of a quarter, an' Sally Ann she's she were of the right sort. I wanted never knows whether to smile or assume
"Where were you born, Thomas?"
wheel should be made of paper after the bin gwine roun' like a sick chicken,
De'
saddened cast of countenance.
her to take charge of the dairy and
asked the teacher, eying the new pupil
manner of the ordinary whirligig. Waxed never talkin' ter nobuddy an' not sleep-i- man t want any airihed city negress troit Free Press.
over his glasses.
twine will serve to connect the whirligig
an' actin' so contrary, dat we knows around, but an honest downright ugly
There is no better medicine for the
"Born in sin," answered the frightwheel with the wheel that moves the Angie's dun
her."
one the uglier the better. 'Priscilla's
'kunjured'
needle, and the machine should be made
said I, "I expect Sally is Sally would do,' he said ungallantly, babies than Chamberlain's Cough Rem ened little boy, falling back upon his
"Nonsense,"
as light and easy running as possible, but low
spirited and you are too easily 'but Ise had oder 'tentions.' 'Ob, well,' cdy. Its pleasant taste and prompt and recollection of the catechism. Chicago
this sounding board, or base, should be
said I, "it doesn't matter, but 1 thought effectual cures make It a favorite with Tribune.
frightened."
made of well seasoned, close grained
she's
bin
"No,
ma'am;
wood.
To properly place the pins to
"kunjered;' you'd jump at a place where you'll get mothers and small children. It quickly
Not a Blood Relation.,
make the desired tune drive them in very Monday night de fedders in her piller $12 a month, besides board and a cabin.
ures their coughs and colds, preventing
wuz cram full of lumps."
Are you a son of the American RevoAnd as to Sally Ann, I've heard Miss
lowly, testing their sound frequently,
or
conse
other
serious
pneumonia
"That often happens."
ftasley say she was one of the best girls quences. It also cures croup and has lution?
No; I am a
"An' larst night she foun' a dade on their place.' "
been used In tens of thousands of cases
How's that?
chicken hade in her bade!"
"Dat's true, Marse Phil," he said, "1
Oh, one of the Daughters of the Ame"The cat took it there, of course; peo- ain't 'sputin' what you say; but dere's without a single failure so far as we have rican
Revolution swooped down on me
been able to learn. It not only cures
ple don't conjure each other nowa- dat little Angie; I lowed ez "
and married me. Indianapolis Journal.
soon
but
when
as
as
the
roup,
given
"Angle," I said, derisively, "she
days."
"White folks don't, Miss Mary, but wouldn't look at you; besides she's croupy cough appears, will prevent the of Size doesn't indicate quality. Beware
counterfeit and worthless salve ofniggers duz; an' Ise dat trubbled 'bout gone to Neft Orleans. Mr. Legroue told ittack. In cases of whooping cough It fered for DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
cook."
a
was
of
me
out
he
Ise
this
dat
'stracted.
Ann,
Sally
morning
pretty nigh
liquefies the tough mucus, making It DeWltt's Is the only original. An in"You don t sesso," said Nathan, "well, easier to
Hinery sez ter me ez he wuz leavin' dis
expectorate, and lessens the fallible cure for piles and all skin dis
I'll
ez
bein'
reckon
an'
I
dat's so,
morniu': 'Priscilla,' sez he, 'why don't
go
and frequency of the paroxysms oases. Ireland's Pharmacy.
severity
D'ere ain't see Sally Ann."
you insult Miss Mary?
of coughing, thus depriving that disease
"You'd better hurry," I remarked,
nothin' she can't do, an' ef you splains
The Savage Bachelor.
ter her de sark'imstances of de case.j "for the first thing you know some of all dangerous consequences. For
At least, said the Sweet Young Thing,
low she'll 'vise somethin ter set things other fellow will cut in ahead of you." sale by A. C. Ireland.
fiq. il
women live longer than men.
That
and as soon as a pin Is at the proper straight.' "
"Oh, Phil," I cried, "how could you?"
shows they lead better lives.
Before the Altar.
"pitch," or gives the desired sound, leave
"Surely, you know," he replied, "that
overrates my abilities," I re"Henry
I dunno whether they live longer or
it and pass to the next one. The pins marked (not
'Will you have this here woman to be
whether Priscilla nothing stimulates the masculine ardor
not, said the Savage Bachelor. I know
must be straight and strong and placed understood mecaring
like the fear of a rival." Nathan was ycr lawful wedded wife?"
or
"but
I'm
willing
not),
In a perfect circle.
they stay old longer. Indianapolis
"That's what I 'lowed I would!"
certain of conquest; Sally
When the pin music machine is com- to do anything to help you, because departing,
"Will you love, honor and obey her?"
was
in
Ann
a
therefore
valueless;
an
is
way
to
honest
and
hate
I
girl
pleted, arrange It on a shelf or box, so Sally
"Ain't you got that switched 'roun'
by my untruthful, but. potent speech,
that it will stand with the air wheel por- think of her being ill."
"I am indebted to One Mlnuto Cough
said the groom.
parson?"
deI
sent
have
stock
her
ordi"An' youse gwine ter help me?"
up many
tion six or eight inches above an
Cure for my health and life. It cured
said the
"Don't
jonn!"
1
grees.
"Oh, yes; if can."
nary lamp. The hot air from the lamp
you rekon the parson knows his buslncs? me of lung trouble following grippe."
will make the air wheel revolve. This
"In love and war you know the Answer the question!"
Thousands owe their lives to the prompt
"Lor, chile! 1 knows
'compllsh
trill make the needle move along the cir somethin', case when you'llseta
"Yes sir," said the groom, "I rekon I'll action of this never falling remedy. It
you
your adage; but to change the subject, I am
cie of pins and play a tune.
cures coughs, colds, croup, bronchitis,
'tention ter ennything you don' low driving a new horse; won't you try him nave tor Atlanta unistitution.
pneumonia, grippe and throat and lung
with me?"
ter be beat,"
yourself
I.
J.
Bevrv, Lnganton, Pa., writes, "I troubles. Its early use prevents conBow Robbie Lost Hie Ride.
An hour or so later, as we were com"Well, go away now and leave me to
am
to
was
oath
I
that
take
my
willing
sumption. It is the only harmless rem"Get your hat, Robbie, as quickly as think about it."
ing slowly home, we met Sally and cured of pneumonia entirely by the use edy that gives Immediate results. Irejroo can," said grandpa as he drove up
So Priscilla departed, and a few min- Nathan walking down the road to the ot One Minute Cough Cure after doctors land's Pharmacy.
to the gate in a new, shining buggy,
drawn by his beautiful black horse, Dan- utes later my cousin, Philip Dean, saun- "quarters."' Phil checked his horse as ailed, it also cured my children of
tered across the grass to me; in his we passed and called out: "Well, Na- whooping cough." Quickly relieves and
dy Jim. "I will give you a ride."
Vapidly Vafrous.
cures coughs, c Ids, croup, grippe and
"Goodie, goodie!" said little Robbie, arms he carried something brown and than, I hope you were successful?"
Professor State the difference beana
an
tnroai
uiuaren
troubles,
in
his
hands
"hit's
lung
he
clapping
great glee.
"Yessir,"
replied, grinning,
and an optimist.
velvety and altogether lovely.
like It. Mothers endorse It. Ireland's tween a pessimist
"But you must be very quick, because
"For you," he said, putting it down all right."
Pupil A pessimist Is one who hopes
Pharmacy.
Ij am in haste," said grandpa.
"Miss Mary," said Sally Ann, coming
that all troubles will come toothers, and
on my knee."
l Robbie rushed into the house crying:
an optimist Is one who believes that all
round to my side of the cart, "1 alu't
Terms.
"Oh, Phil," I cried, "a tetter puppy!
"Quick mammal Get my hatl Grandpa
How good of you."
gwine ter furgit dat you cured me of
.
"We can be friends,,' she said softly. good things will come to himself. Town
U going to take me to tide!"
bein 'kunjured.' Widout you I'd hev
"Then -- we can never be man and Topics.
"Well, you know you wanted one."
"Where is your hat?" said mother.
bin pintedly dade."
"I did; but where did you get it?"
wife," he answered dismally. Phlla
"I don't know where I left it Oh,
In Sunny California
"Oh, no, Sally," I protested, "you delphia North American.
dear me, where can it be?" said Robbie
"Nathan Lewis, a negro whom I bailed
Are islands as charming as Capri, a coast
he ran up stairs to look for It while out of jail (drunk Saturday night, the weren't so 111 as all that."
as gay as the Riviera, mountains as
mamma hunted down stairs.
L. T. Travis, Agent Southern R. R., wonderful as
"Yessum, I wuz, but I took yourmed'-clusual thing), brought it to me yesterany In Italy or Spain,
"Come, Robbie! I can't wait another
reg'lar an' said dat potry reel keer-fu- Seljna, Ga., writes, "I can not say too hotels as sumptuous as can bo desired,
second!" called grandpa, gathering up day."
an' Ise all right, but ef hit hadn't mucn in praise ot uue Minute uougn
"Nathan Lewis; and you say he is undiversion), and a winter climate
the reins. "You must learn to take betbin fur you I'd hev bin dade an' berried cure. In my case it worked like a unrivaled in the world. Thousands of
ter care ot your hat." And off he went, der obligations to you?"
The
harmless
charm."
only
remedy tourists are already there, thousands are
an' I ain't gwine ter fergit It nelder."
"Yes," in great surprise.
leafing poor Robbie crying very hard
Cures on the way. The Santa Fe route will
"Marse Phil," called Nathan, as we that gives Immediate results.
"Then he will do anything for you?"
as he watched Daudy Jim prancing down
and
all conduct you there at the minimum of
colds, croup, bronchitis,
coughs,
wuz
were
mistooken throat and lung troubles.
the street.
driving off, "you
"No; that doesn't follow."
Ireland's cost In time
and money, and with the
Careless Robbie learned a good lesson,
"I suppose not; but there can be no about dat oder nigger, Sally Ann say Pharmacy.
maximum 01 comfort.
wan tin' ter marry her
for be was nlways very careful afterward harm in
ain't
nobuddy
H. S. Ltjtz, Agent,
trying."
to put his hat where he could find It at
Santa Fe, N. M.
Only on Listening Terms.
"Trying what?" asked Phil. "My 'ceppen me."
once.
"Isn't that too much," I exclaimed;
brain moves slowly."
"Are vou on speaking terms with Mr.
her letting him know I"
Chatterbox?"
"Listen," I said, and I haatily nar "fancy
Phil looked pensively at bta whip.
'No, merely on listening terms."
THE PECOS SYSTEM.
rated the story wherein Nathan played
'
"You
advise
a
wouldn't
falsehood, I'm rnuaaeipnia aorin American.
the part of hero and Angle that of the
sure."
villain.
Pecos Valley
Northeastern By.
"Of course not," indignantly, "but
ACKER'S ENOEISH REMEDY WILL STOP
"Well, upon my word," said he,
Peoos ft Northern Texas By.
of doing these things."
are
there
A COUGH
ways
"fancy anyone sighing for Nathan."
"Yes," he agreed, "there are certain- At any time, and will cure the wont
Peoos River Bailroad.
"You forget," I replied, "Sally Ann
cold in twelve hours, or money refund
ain't nothin' on looks an' never hed no ly ways."' N. O.
The quick route to market.
luck nohow."
ed. 26 cts. and 60 cts.
"I think 1 would go crazy with pain For sale at Fischer's drug store.
"Poor Sally Ann," said Phil.
were It not for Chamberlain's Palm
"Poor, indeed," I replied.
This line offers exceptional facilities
digests the food and aids
It artificially
"Well, look here," said he, "Til make Balm," writes Mr. W. H. Staploton,
KT
to stock shippers, In the way of rates,
In fit KAnrrt.Vianlncr A.nr1 TAGOll
A Stage Effect
or-- a,barsaJn wih vu- - If you manage An
time and
Good
Hermlnlo, Pa. "I have been afflicted
Btructlng the exhausted digestive
"The leading man has such an origi water andshipping conveniences.
111 see to Nathan."
shipping pens at all principal
with rheumatism for several years and nal way o(
gans. Itlsthelatestdlscovered digest- gle,
love,"
making
'
very weii, i man depend on you."
ant and tonic. JNo otner preparation
have tried remedies without number, but
"Yes; I wonder he doesn't have it points.
Excellent pasturage at reasonable
"Good! . Now suppose we talk of
can approach It in efficiency. It In- Bulletin.
is
the
best
Balm
medicine
Palm
have
I
Philadelphia
patented."
can
be obtained at several points
rates
stantly relieves and permanently cures something else. Did yon get those got hold of." One application relieves
on this line.
books
Heartburn,
I
sent
Indigestion,
Lewis Dennis, Salem, Ind., says. "Ko
Dyspepsia,
you?"
Full particulars piomptlv : furnished
Flatulence, JSour Stomach,
dol Dyspepsia Cure did me more good
"wajl That night I gave Priscilla a small the pain. For sale by A. C. Ireland,
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Election Proclamation.
th? undersigned mayor of the City
of Santa Fe, in the Territory of New
Mexico, do hereby give notice that the
annual election of officers for the City
of Santa Fe, will be held on the first
Tuesday in April, that being on the 3d
day of April, 1900. The officers to be
elected at such election being as ol
I,

lows:
One mayor to serve for the term of
one year.
One clerk to serve for the term of one
year.
One city treasurer for the term of one
year.
And each ot which shall be elected by
the plurality of votes of the qualified
electors of the City of Santa Fe.
Also four aldermen, to serve for the
term of two years, as follows:
One alderman for the first ward.
One alderman for the second ward.
One alderman for the third ward.
One alderman for the fourth ward.
All of which shall be elected by the
plurality of votes of the qualified electors of each of the four wards of said
city respectively.
And further notice is hereby given,
that in addition to the election of the
city officers aforesaid, there shall be
elected five members of the board of
education of the City of Santa Fe, to
serve for the term of two years, as
follows:
One member for the first ward.
One member for the second ward.
One member for the third ward.
Two members for the fourth ward.
Ascenclon Rael, the member elected
for the fourth ward last year, not having qualified, therefore one member in
said ward shall be elected for one year,
and the other two years. AH of which
shall be elected by a plurality of the
votes of the qualified electors of each
ward of said city respectively.
And I, the said mayor, do also give
notice, that the polls will be opened
and said election will be held at the
following places, and the following persons are hereby named to act as judges
and clerks to conduct said election:
In ward No. 1, at the house of Luis
Constante, with Luis Jujan, F. Ribera
y Gonzales and Julian Provencio as
Judges, and Luis Constante and Slxto
Garcia as clerks.
In ward No. 2, at the house of Flavlo
Silva, with Juan B. Sandoval, Jesus
Tapla, Augustln Salcido as judges, and
P. H. Hill and Seferlno Baca as clerks.
In ward No. 3, at Firemen's Hall, with
John L. Zimmerman, Oenovebo Sando
val Victor Garcia as judges, and Patricio Sandoval and Facundo Ortiz as
clerks.
In ward No. 4, at the house of Juliana
Vigil y Chavez, with Enos Andrews,
Juan Sisneros and Manuel B. Salazar as
Judges, and Jose Tapla and Roberto
Johnson as clerks.
The polls will be opened at 9 o'clock
a. m., and close at 6 p. m. on said election day.
In witness whereof, I, as mayor of
the City of Santa Fe, have affixed to
this proclamation my official signature,
and caused the same to be attested by
the clerk of said city, and the seal thereof, this fifth day of March, A. D. 1900.
J. H. SLOAN,
(Seal.)
Attested:
Mayor.
N. BACA, City Clerk.
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ELY'S CREAM BALM U a positive

enr.

Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly ahwrl:d. 5
cents at Drutrnlsts or by mail : samples lOr. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 06 Warren tit.. Now York City.

An Absurd ,ty Perceived.
I could face starvation Itself for your
sake, he exclaimed as he dropped on his
knee.
Vou mean that you wish to marry me?
said the heiress.
Ah, ye9.
My dear count, I wish you would
kindly explain how you think starvation
can get close enough to a family with as
much money as ours to glvi; you a
chance to face it. Washington Star.

YOUli FACE
Shows the state ot your feelings and
the state of your health as well. Impure blood makes Itself apparent in a
pale and sallow complexion, Pimples
and Skin Eruptions. If you are feeling
weak and worn out and do not have a
healthy appearance, you Bhould try
Acker's Blood Elixir. It cures all blood
diseases where cheap Sarsapai lllas and
purifiers fail; knowing this,
we sell every bottle on a positive guarantee.
For sale at Fischer's drug stoie.

Longevity in Geortia.
"How loDg do people live In south
west Oeorgia? The "Whltsett Courier"
has these Interesting Items:
"Uncle Billy vvlililns, one hundred
and live years old, was In our midst
Wednesday, looking for a birthday present for his oungest daughter, aged
sixty-seve-

"We are pained to chronicle the ser
ious illness of Colonel Spriggs, aged
who sprained his left leg in
ninety-four- ,
a wrestling match recently."
"Aunt Silly l'ancer will celebrate hor
eighty-fourtyear with a quilting bee,
next ruestay.
"Major Mart Scott has just taken unto himself a wife at tho age of ninety-eigh- t.
We wish the happy couple many
years of wedded bliss." Atlanta
h

simply
Drying preparations" the

op dry catarrh

devel-

secretions,
they dry up
which adhere to the membrane ami decompose, causing afar more serious troriblothan
the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid all dry.
ing inhalants, fumes, smokes and snuffs
and use that which cleanses, soothes and
heals. Ely's Cream Balm is such a remedy
and will cure catarrh or cold in tlie head
easily and pleasantly. A trial si;:a will be
mailed for 10 cents. All druggists sell the
GOo. size. Ely Brothers, 50 Warren St., N.Y.
The Balm cures without pain, does not
irritate or cause sneezing. It Bpreads itself
over an irritated and angry surface, reliev.
ing immediately the painful inflammation.
With Ely's Cream Bahn you ara armed
against Nasal Catarrh and Hay Fever.
;

Taking An Unfair Advantage.
McJIgger I don't like Berem; he
takes you too seriously.
After Taking.
How, for Instance.
Thingumbob
McJigger As I passed him on the
"Say, I've got a new story on Brown."
streot today I foolishly said, "How 'r
(Tell It.)
He stopped and for five minutes
"Yes, that's a new one on Brown. It ye?"
how he had never felt better
was on Jones when you told It to me be- explained
in his lifo.
fore." Chicago Tribune.

The Maxwell
Land drant. . .
Situated in New Mexico and Colorado, on
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and
Union Pacific, Denver & Gull Roads.

1,500,000

ACRES OF LAND
FOR SALE.

Farming Lands Under Irrigation Sjstem.

la tract ao acre and upward, with perpetual water right
cheap and ea easy term ef m annual payments with 7
per cent Interest Alfalfa, drain and Fruit ef all kinds grow
to pert ectlea.
Choice

Prairie or Mountain Grazing Lands,

'

n'
l,

out-do-

'

Dyspepsia Cure

Times-Democr-

Diaests what you eat.

;

(

SaltmauU
srrH

,

;

Well watered and with good shelter, Interspersed with fine
ranches suitable for raising grain and fruits In size of tracts
to suit purchasers.
LAROER PASTURES FOR LBASB, far long terms of yean,
fenced or unfenced; shipping facilities ever two railroads.

GOLD MINES
On this Grant near Its western boundary are situated the
Qold Mining Districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where
mines have been successfully operated for as years, and new
rich discoveries were made in 1895 In the vicinity of the new
camps of Hematite and Harry Bluff as rich as any camp In
Colorado, but with lots of as yet unlocated ground open to
prospectors on terms similar to, and as favorable as, the

United States Government Laws and Regulations,
Stage leaves every morning, except Sundays, from Springer for these camps.
TITLE perfect, founded on United States Patent and confirmed by decision of the U. S. Supreme Court
For further particulars and pamphlets apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co.
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GROCERIES
FEED and
CROCKERY.

BAKERY

I

CHASE & SANBORN'S SEAL BRAND COFFEE,
for quality. Sold only in one and two pound tin cans.

!

LAMPS, LAMPS, LAMPS.
A large assortment
and prices to suit.
23c each, and up.

FROZEN CREAMS,
A
dainty confection,
Large Boxes -- -- .23
10
Small Boxes

Letter List
U. S. Weather Bureau Notes.
Spanish mine adjoining bis turquois tendance and encored the program libList of letters remaining uncalled fc.r
mine. It has 3S feet of workings and erally. The string orchestra, composed
Forocast for New Mexico: Fair to
in the postoflice at Santa Fe, N. M., fi t
a number of tools were found In the of Mr. and Mrs. Grlffln, Miss Maesie, night and Sunday.
the week ending March 3, 1900. If not
mine. Mr. Padilla has a number of and Messrs. Arthur and J. L. Sellgman,
thermometer
the
registered
Yesterday
INDIAN SCHOOL TRANSFERS.
ore
61 called for within two weeks, will be sent
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with
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temperature,
S.
A.
the
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at
gov from the mine on exhibition at J.
Vlets, teacher
Mrs,
at 4:20 p. m.; minimum, 39 de to the dead letter office at Washington.
ernment school in this city, has been Candelario's store on San Francisco did effect. The quartet singing of Mr. degrees,
Cunningham, Mrs S W
7:15 a.m. The mean tempera- Archibeque, Miguel
at
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and
Miss
Blanchard
Mrs.
and
McCord,
Hartnian. K L
transferred to the Shoshone Indian street.
ture for the 24 hours was 50 degrees; ('arlson. CJOA
was
beautiful
Mr.
and
Johnson
Martin, Pedro
impresHermida,
school in Wyoming. It is reported, how
mean dally humidity, 12 per cent. Tem Ortiz Louis P
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sive. Miss King, Mrs. McCord and Mr.
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33,
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that
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solos
McCord
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Thompson, Mrs Pearl
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service.
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In
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artistic
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loudly
say advertised and
expression,
please
calling
MARCH AND THE LION.
Miss Gertrude Ferris, teacher at the
Miss Massle
give the date.
Hon. Amado Chaves is visiting in Va- plauded. Cello solos by
government Indian school at Lower
Simon
Nusbaum,
were among the best numbers of the
Brule, S. D., has been transferred to the lencia county.
Something Better Than the Old Saw,
Pestmaster.
and the piano solo by Miss
evening,
is
The
lion
Indian school in this city.
visiting
Peter
and
the
about
Bourgade
the
Archbishop
was rendered with good technique lamb in saving
Hurt
To
Owners.
March
6heep
but
often
PENSIONS GRANTED.
at Las Vegas.
proves false,
A piano duet by there is another and a better one which
Santa Fe, N. M., March 8, 1900. Your
Mrs. A, C. Ireland has returned from and artistic feeling.
Pensions have been granted to Wila
Mr.
and
and
Is
Miss
Hurt
piano
March comes in attention is respectfully called to secWhen
true.
Bergere,
literally
liam H. Barton, of San Marcial, $6 per a visit to Denver.
were finely and finds you taking Hood's Sarsaparilla tion 32 of laws of 1899 requiring that all
Mrs. H. O. Bursum spent the week solo by Miss Schormoyer
month, and to Eli McNew, of Fresnal,
rendered. A reading by Mrs. Atterbury to ptiriry, enrich and vitalize your blood, sheep owned by residents of this terri
$8 per month.
with friends at Socorro.
was good and greatly appreciated. The you may expect, when It goes out, that tory shall be listed and assessed In the
NOTARY APPOINTED.
it win leave you tree from that urea
The Santa Fe Card club has suspend'
a
owners reside, and
closing number,
Acting Governor Wallace yesterday ed Its meetings during Lent
feeling and with none of the boils, county wherein the
of
direction
under
the
comedy,
staged
and eruptions which manifest the assessors of the county wherein the
afternoon appointed George A. Durbo-ropimples
Mrs. S. G. Cartwright Intends to leave Mrs. Van Schick,
proved to be the hit themselves because of impure blood in owners reside shall furnish the owner a
of Mogollon, Socorro county, a no- Los Angeles for home on April 1.
of the evening. It was entitled "A Half the spring. If you have not already certificate of the number of sheep so
last
Hon. Charles F. Easley returned
tary public.
Hour with Mr. Roberts of Utah." Those begun taking Hood's Sarsaparilla for listed.
NAMED AN AGENT.
night from a trip to Bland.
In acting the comedietta your spring medicine, we advise you to
who took
TELESFORO RIVERA,
The Cass Land and Cattle Company,
Hon. Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas were Mrs. part
Van
Schick, the Misses Nina begin today, we assure you it win maue Assessor in and for Santa Fe County.
notified was a visitor in the capital this week.
of Cass county, Mo.,
feel
all
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better
coming
through
Berger, McKenzIe and Gilder- - you
summer.
Territorial Secretary Wallace that it Mrs. A. B. Renehan returned Thurs- Otero, and
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and the members
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Professor
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the
by
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dar Canon ranch. Glen, Chaves county. was in the city Thursday on legal busi of St.
friend. French
John's Methodist church feel very following musical program on the plaza safe. Married ladles'
feINCORPORATES IN NEW JERSEY. ness.
those who assisted in tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 o'clock, the Taney Wafers are the only reliable
toward
erateful
The Santa Fe Water and Light Com
male remedy in the world; Imported
Miss Lizzie N. Lampson, teacher of
weather
Mrs,
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success.
a
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permitting:
filed incorporation papers the Indian school at Nambe, is a visitor making
pany
2d Corps Cadet
J.O. Carey from Paris; take nothing else, but insist
Knapp, who had charge of the enter March
Clifton on genuine; in red wrapper with crown
Overture
at the office of Territorial Secretary in the capital.
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Judge McFie returned last Saturday
La Tertulia Idlomatica met on Mon- Louisville; J. McLeish, Chicago; J. W.
Books not in stock ordered at eastern
driving the express team In his place.
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The Woman's Aid Society of the Pres- evening from a trip to the east, which day, the 5th of March, at the residence Watson, Olean, N. Y.; Frank A.
prices, and snbsoriptionsreeeived for
a
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all periodicals.
byterian Church, will have a box and he enjoyed very much, and during of Miss Mandertield. This was speciallconundrum social at tho home of Mrs. which he put in some strong work for y delightful meeting, the hostess having
Haynes on Johnson St., next Thursday New Mexico interests, especially on the taken great pains to surprise and delight
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statehood question.
evening.
meeting will be with Miss Nicholson.
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Theodore Voorhees and family, of
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vania elocutionist, will March 11, give
an entertainment at the court house. Philadelphia, spent a day in Santa Fe, Santa Fe railroad in New Mexico, spent
The proceeds of the entertainment are and left for California Thursday after the past week in this city on legal busl
noon. They were delighted with Santa ness for the road he represents.
for the benefit of the public schools.
A call has been Issued for the meet- Fe climate, and Mr. Voorhees said be'
Governor Otero returned this forenoon
ing of the democratic county central fore leaving that he can readily under from Los Angeles, where during the
commute by its chairman Eugenlo Sena. stand now why a man who has once past week he has been with Mrs. Otero
-The meeting will take place at the office lived In New Mexico never cares very and their son Miguel.
of Hon. Charles. F. Easley on March 34, much to live
Mrs. Hughes entertained Informally
anywhere else. Mr. Voor
in the morning at ten o'clock.
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Major Fred Muller today received a phla & Reading railroad.
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rison, of Cincinnati.
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retirement during Lent yet mere is con
Hon. Frank A. Hubboll, superintendpage paper well filled with news and siderable
planning already for festivities ent of public schools of Bernalillo counadvertisements.
It is edited by C. E.
alter the close oi Lent. The uatiing ty, arrived this noon on a business visit
Wilson and R. F. Wells.
squad Intends to give a military ball
There will be a meeting of tho gun
the armory on FortMarcy reservation to the capital.
Woman Suffrage society on Monday at
soon after faster,
Mr. Adolf Sellgman, who is now in
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Hugh Murray of San Antonio springs, Denent oi a local cnanty ana the wo their visit
In Jemez mountains, is in the capital to- man's Board of Trade has made pre para
Ralph McFle, son of Judge and Mrs.
day purchasing supplies. He is the tions for the concert at the court house McFie, who is on his way to Manila, is
owner of the springs and the sanitarium by the Colorado College glee club some due at Hongkong
111 be found a full line of
at San Antonio and expects a prosperous time alter Jfiaster.
W. H. Pope, Esq., returned last night
Imported wines for family trade.
season this, summer. He reports that
Orders by telephone will be promptly filled.
The entertainment and concert given from a business trip to Dolores.
the Jemez country is suffering greatly
Monday evening at the court house by
from a drought.
CHURCH BU1LD1HG SOLD.
Julian Padilla, who owns and works a members of St; John's Methodist
success.
church
to
be
A
a
proved
large Property of the Congregational Church In
turquois mine In southern Santa Fe
county, this week discovered an old and representative audience was in at
This Uity (Joes At Master's Sale.
The Congregational church building
and the lot upon which it stands on the
y
south side was
sold at special
master's sale to. the Congregational
Church Building Society of BoBton for
Si-Torture$1,750 and Interest, the amount of the
Judgment against Annie H. Hubbard,
trustee of the Congregational Children's
Manufacturer of
Aid Society. The purchaser was the
Worn-o- ut
MEXICAN
FILIGREE JEWELRY
plaintiff in the case, who was repre
sented by W. H. Pope, Esq. A. B. Rene
AND STERLING SILVER
SPOONS
han, Esq., waa the special master. Die
All kinds of Jewelry made to order
...
sale took place on the court house steps
W. J. SLAUGHTEB, Agent.
MONTHS AGO OCR BABY'S HEAD GOT BORE. We took
forenoon at 10 o'clock, and there and repaired. Fine stone setting a spethis
Orders taken at Slaughter's barber
SOME to the
machines
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supcialty.
Singer
sewing
who'
was no other bidder except Mr. Pope.
doctor,
pronounced it poison and gave us some medicine
shop, south side of plaza.
plies.
The Congregational Church Building
wiflch did no good. Hie head got so bad
Basket leaves at 7 a. m. on WednesSan Francisco St.
Santa Fe, N. M.
he would cry all night, and my wife could
Society has no special object in view in
days and roturn's on Friday night; laundry ready for delivery Saturday morning.
sleep none, and began to look ghostly.
buying in the church, except the hope
So extra freight or delivery charges.
His head got to tore that we put a night
that Santa Fe will grow in population
The Las Vegas Steam laundry makes
and prosperity, so that the property
cap on him, and folded a white cloth four
a specialty or fine laundry work,
thicknesses inside of it, and just throng h
may later be used again as the home of
and its work is first class In all particusome congregation of the Congregathe night a kind of matter would ooze out
lars.
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from hie head, soaked through tho cloth
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and cap and on to the pillow. The top
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and heck of hii head waa almost a solid
At the Cathedral tomorrow, find Sunday
ore, and looked so badly that words would
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First mass at 7:00 a. m.. sag.
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mass at 7:00 a. m sermon in Spanish; second
mass at 10:00a. m., sermon in Bngllsh: vespers SUITS MADE TO OBDKR FIT GUARANTEED
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and benediction at 6 p. m. Every Friday at (
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i. ra.
Cleaning and Repairing.
during beta tne way or tne iwoei ana
the cake of Soap, and before we had used
lenedletlou, P. Gllberton, pastor.
Services at the Presbyterian church to
East Side of Plaza.
the second box of CunctntA Ointment he
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morrow as follows: At 11 a. m., preaching
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commenced to get better, and la now as
Work. MINVRAL
,
Elegant
by the pastor : at 9: a. m , Sabbath school- : at Low Prlcee.
WATER
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earload.
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promptly filled.
vice. Everybody wei come. W. Hayes Moore.
all
a
ai merry at lark, aleept soundly night,
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Guadalupe St.
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m.l
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at
every
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while my wife looks Ijke a different woman,
school at 10 a.m. Prayer meeting every
I look at him and think I owe ittoyou and
Wednesday at1:30 p. m. Everybody welcome.
0REAT VARIETY OF NEW MEXICO VIEWS
II. Madrid, evangelist in charge.
to suffering mankind to write and tell yon of this almost wonderful cure.
GO TO
At the church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal
W. W. ft J. 1. MYERS, Box 90, Monroe City, Ind.
services tomorrow, second Sunday in Lent,
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a m.i moraine orayer and sermonat 11 a.m.;
ComDleta Ixtarnal and - Internal Treatment for (vary Humor.
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shop.
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d. m. all are weleome. A. A. Hyde, pae- - .
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tor,
OFFICIAL

MATTERS.

mirth-provoki-

TOBACCO, CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.
Auto Sliced Plug Smoking Tobacco, Tin Box, 5c.

to-d-

Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds,
We have them in packages
and by the ounce and pound.

Two Cakes White Cocoa
Toilet Soap - - - .05
.25
Box of dozen cakes

LOUWELSA art pottery Is In the same rich shadings of
d
Brown, Buff and Olive Green that have wade the
potteries so famous. See our exhibit of vases and
a full line
jardinieres in the west window. We also have
of jardinieres, flower pots and cuspidores In the less expensive wares. Always pleased to show them.
Rook-woo-

to-d-

CHAS. WAGNER
FURNITURE CO.

Palace

(Incorporated Feb. 2, 1800.)
TELEPHONE

Practical Eiiinuliiier and
(Residence Over Store.)
Funeral Director.
The only house in the city that carries everything In the
lionNCIiold line.

CARPETS
si

.

Sold on easy payments.

AJNTD

RUGS.

wm.

wm

--

x

Larjre stock of Tinware,
Wooden ware, Hardware, Lamps, etc.

Lower Frisco St.

ll His.
Santa Fe, N. M

--

to-d-

Ex-Go- v.

JACOB WELTMER

Cer-rillo- s,

Books andStationery

man-Lloy-

THE NEW MEXICO

Instituted

Military

'Roswell, New Mexico.
HIE MILITARY

SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO ESTABLISH!!
AND SUPPORTED BY THE TERRITORY.

Session Begins

September, '00, Ends June, 1000.

Five Teachers (Men), and Matron. Accommodations for 200 Students.
New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete;
all conveniences.
baths, water-work-

steam-heate-

Tuition, board, and laundry, 300 per session.

Session Is three terms, thirteen weeks each.
resort, 3,700 feet above sea level;

"R; IDGKBUSTTS

Roswell is a noted health
excellent people.

R. S. Hamilton, Roswell
Nathan Jaffa, Roswell,
Charles Wilson, Roswell,
J. C. Lea, Roswell,
J. O. Cameron, Eddy,
particulars address:

O. 3vIE3A.IDOKS
Superintendent

S.

J-JL-

CHAS. W. DUDROW. Prop

COAL & TRANSFER,
LUMBER AND FEED.
Inu

All kinds of Bough and Finished Lumber;
Flooring al
the loweat Market Price; Window! and Doom. Also, oarryou
Transfer
Business
in
deal
and
Grain
and
general
Hay

Hub-bell-

THE

First National Bank
OP1

Santa Fe,

UNITED QTATES DESIGNATED DEPOSITARY

SIPIRHsTQ-S.-

)

J.

H. VAUGHN

Table Wines1.

ACE

y.

'

Price, Prop.
PERFECT

Babies

d

V.

President.
Cashier.

R.J, PALEN

;.

(HOT

N. M,

EUGEHIO SENA,
.

And

Worried Mothers Find
Comfort in CUTICURA.

HID

(...

Hot Springs are located In the midst of the Ancient
twenty-fiv- e
miles west of Taot, and fifty miles north of
Fe, and about twelve mllet from Barranca Station on the Denver
4 Rio Grande Railway, from which point a dally line of stages run to the
The temperature of these waters is from 90O to 1220, The
Spring.
are carbonic Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate very dry and delightful thegam
year
round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalid!
and tourists. Theie waters ooutaln 1686.24 arralna of alkaline salts to the
gallon ; being the richest alkaline Hot Spring! in the world. The efficacy
of these waters has been thoroughly tested By the miraculous cures attested to In the following diseases : Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia.
Consumption. Malaria, Bright' Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Cometc.. etc. Board, Lodging and Bathing, $2.50
plaints,
day. Reduced
all uiunni mifl I.
rates srlven bv the month. This resort Is attractive at per
open all winter. Passengers for OJo Callente oan leave Santa Fe at 10:08
a. m. and reach OJo Callente at 9 p. m. the same day. Vara for the round
trip rrom aanta r e to ujo uaiiente, If. ror runner particulars addres- sCelebrated

THKSK Dwellen,

ANTONIO JOSEPH. Prop..
OJo Callente, Taoa County Hew Xasdoo

EUROPEAN PLAM.

Merchant Tailor.

jp3

tell

Beer.

STEAII LAUNDRY,

ttctiraE

:sW

D

D

D

HENRY KRICK,

Lamp's
St. Louis

ALBUQUERQUE

peoial Bates by Week or
Month.

lot

J. IIURALTER,

.
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